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ABSTRACT

Bangladesh is a developing country. The development of any country largely
depends on the availability of electricity. Generation of electricity and its supply to potential
consumers in e_~aClquantity and quality is therefore important. The availability of a reliable
and economic fonn of energy is a pre-requisite for economic and social development as
clearly demonstrated by the close relationship between growth in industrialized countries
and their higher level of commercial energy consumption. Persistent energy deficiency and
the low standard of living in many developing countries like India, Bangladesh, Pakistan,
Bhutan, and Nepal etc, also proves that the usc of electricity is one of the indicators of
national development.

In Bangladesh the level of electricity consumption is very low. Only 25% of the
population has access to electricity Thc expected expansion is not taking place due to lack
of power availability and lack of delivery infrastructure.

The present installed (July 2001) generation capacity is 4005 MW, while the
generation capability is only 3830 MW Out of this installed generation capacity 3320 MW
11290"10) can be generated by BPDB and 685 MW (17.10%) by IPPs. The IPPs are paid in
foreign currency under separate power purchase agreements between GOB, BPDB, RIoB
and the IPPs. The maximum demand that could be supplied so far was only 3033MW
against a dcmand of about 3394MW in 2000-01 Comparing the demand with the
generation capability, the reserve capacity is only 13%, which results in frequent load
shedding. To avoid and minimize the load shedding more generation is the only way to
solve the crisis The future power generation plants are rt:(luired for the greater interest of
the nation.

Independent Power Producers (iPPs) has come up with some capability in a shorter
time frame compared to that by the government. But the experience of IPP in both
developing and developed countries is not always encouraging. This study focused on the
overall management of the power .ySlem in the country and identified the impacts of IPPs
in the system,

It is observcd in thc study that power from the IPPs were a relief in the time of acute
power crisis However, some of the initial contracts were very co;1Iy. At present the share
of gcneration by the LPPs is less than the comfortable reserve margin of a system (about
30%). For strategic reason the share of jpps should not be more than the above margin. In
terms of day-to-day share of the IPPs, different allocation ratio results in different cost of
production. The study focused that overall cost of generation Cllll be reduced by changing
the generation mix
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Key Definitions
Annual Capacity Test- means the test to be conducted each Contracted Year under the

PPA or any of its retests thereof conducted under agreed section to determine the

Dependable Capacity of the Facility.

Bank Rate- is the interest rate announced by Bangladesh Bank from time to time,

Capacity _ The capacity of the plant expres; in MW to generate and deliver the Net

Electricity Output of the Delivery Point, assuming the continued connection and proper

operation of the BPDB's System

Capacity Test - A test of the nonnal full load capacity of the plant carried out in

accordance with the requirement ofPPA.

Change in Law- Means (a) the adoption, promltlgation, change, repel or modification after

the date of this Agreement of any Legal Requirement, including any change in tax (b) the

imposition upon the company, its contractors., the Lender, of a fuel supply of any material

condition in connection with the issuance, renewal, extension, replacement or modification

of any authorization after the date of this Agreement that in either case

(1) Establishes requirements for the construction, financing, ownership, operation and

maintenance of the project that are materially more restrictive than the most restrictive

requirements in effect as of the date of this A!,'feement or (2) has a material and adverse

effect on the company, the project or the return (net of tax) to the investors of the company,

Combine Cycle Unit- means the unit formed by two gas turbines, the stearn turbine and

sl.lpplementary equipment for generating electric power comprised within the facility.

Commissioning - Taking all steps necessary to put the plant in to operation including

carrying out tests prior to operation as specified in PPA.

Contracted Capacity - Plant capacity +1- 10% of reference conditions that the company

has proposed to build, own and operate under this Agreement.

Control Center - The load Dispatch center located in Dhaka, or such other control cenler

designated by RPDR from time to time (but not more than on at any time) from which

BPDB shall Dispatch the plant.

Delivery Point - the point of common coupling on BPOB's System of which Net Electrical

OP.ltputfrom the plant in delivered as specified in PPA.

Exchange Rate- means one any Business day, the rate of exchange for the conversion of

taka in to US Dollars as annmmced by the Bangladesh Bank to be in effect on such Business

Day.

"
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Foreign Currency- means any currency other than the currency of Bangladesh, Taka,

Fuel- refers to Natuml Gas and liquid fuel, necessary for the operational requirement ufthe

plant as per the PPA.

Gas Price - means the price per MSCF of gas (including Taxes payable in Bangladesh on

the purchase and sale of gas and the transportation cost to the point of Delivery) in effe;,,1;

form time to time.

Guarantee - means the Guarantee issued by the GOB to the company pursuant to the

Implementation AgreemenL

Guaranteed Capacity- the capacity of the plant (in MWs) established by the most recent

capacity test conducted during commission uf the plant or therefore (taking in to account

any pennitted retest there of) in accordance with PPA

TPP- Independent powcr producer is a power generating company in private sector.

Investor- means the holders from time to time of any share of the company with voting or

other rights of management and control and any securities of the company that are

convertible into such shares at the option of the holder.

I.DC- Load dispatch center is a sub department ofBPDB who constantly maintain the load

demand, and dispatch the load to respective demanded area,

Liquidated Damage (LD) Amount- The amount is payable by BrDB to the contracted

company due to BPDB's fault or by the company to BPDB due to company's fault is called

Liquidated Damages These sorts of imposing obligation to work under agreement

condition.

Lenders- means the lenders party to the Financial Agreements together with their

respective successors and assigns,

Long-run-marginal cost (LRMC).- The conventional, idealized approach to setting tariffs

for grid electricity is based on an estimation of the long-TUn-marginal cost (LRMC) of

service for different consumer classes, adjusted, for social rea~ons, and also allowing cross-

subsidization among classes and permitting full cost of recovery and financial viability for

integrated monopolies, The LRMC concept ha, historically been kept as a reference point ill

Bangladesh, but never fully applied for practical difficulties. The BPDB and DESA tariff

were introduce ill 1987 and modified in 1992. Although the recommended tariff level wa,

hased on Long Run Marginal Cost, the aetual tariff implemented fall far short of the LRMC

taTilT.In 1993, the average tarifT(based on LRMC) should have becn 3 48 TK per Kwh; the
,



actual average tariff rate was 2,32 TK per Kwh, which was 67% ofLRMc.

National Load Dispatch Center-A new and modem National Load Dispatch Center should

be established to control and manage the loads in respect of PSMP. LDC at Siddhirgong

cannot cope up with their present l>ituation.

Net Electrical Outout- net electrical energy expressed in Kwh delivered to the Delivery

point by the company for sate to BPDB during tel>ting and commissioning of the plant and

following the full commercial Generation Date, who dispatch by BPDB.

National Grid- is a Transmission line, where constantly 230 kv voltage is maintain for

transmitting the power in all over the Bangladesh.

Power faetor- The product of effective voltage by effective current in an ax circuit is called

volt-amperes. A large unit is kilovolt-amperes, abbreviated kva. Obviously, a given number

of volt-amperes may represent any number of diA'erenl values of power, depending upon the

value of cos 8 in equation P= VI cos 8, Cosine 8 is therefore a factor by which volt-ampere

are multiplied to give power. Hence cosine 8 is called power factor. As an equation

. Power
Power factot = Cosmee = volt-amperes

PGCR- Power Grid Company of Bangladesh, a private Transmission company works to

hansmit power with tk. 0 17 per kWh consumption by BPDB, DESA & REB. Presently

works on the transmission sector from Meghnaghat to Haripur & 45 km Transmission line

ofBPDB

Reimburse- is an economic and business term, means the invested amount by any party

for his use will be refundable after commercial operation,

REB- Rural Electrification Board is the private power distributing organization, which

works to plan, supply & develop the eiectric power for the rural people by purchasing

power from BPDB

Sub-Station-Is an electric Sllpplying station where voltage can be stepped up and stepped

down.

Standard- means the environmental guidelines lay down by the World Bank

Environmental Guidelines

VAR- Reactive volt-amperes are cxpresscd in vars, a term coined from the firl>tleiter of the

words "volt amperes reactive" Reactive volt-amperes considered over a period of time

represent oscillation of energy between the source and the load, Their function is to supply

the energy for magnetic fields and changing capacitors, and to transfer this energy back to



the source when the magnetic field collapses or when the capacitor discharges.



CHAPTER-Ol

Electric power in Bangladesh.



1.1. Introduction

Bangladesh is a developing country The major development thrust of the country in the

future must come from the agricultural and farm seclor as wen as from industrial sector

Ab,,;cultural sector is increasingly becoming a power intensive sector. Development of

industry and service sector is totally dependcnt on energy and powcr. The availability of

electricity is, therefore, a precondition of national development.

Thc country has been lacing shortage of power gencration for the last few years mainly

because of inadequate generation capacity and increased rate of requirement of electricily

This gap between demand and supply not only discourages new investment in industry; it

also results in low quality supply. The electricity demand rate is expected to increase further

in the fllture The situation is not likely to improve unless some generation capacity is added

to the system quickly. To meet this demand and supply gap the Government in 1996

formulated a policy al1o",ing private power generation in the country. Historically policy of

generating power in private sector is not new in the country.

1,2, Historical Development of the Power Supply System

In 1947, when the Indian subcontinent became independent from the British colonial rule.

this geographical part of the sub continent had only 21 M\V of electricity generating

capacity tor households, mills, factories, tea garden and railway workshops etc. Thcsc

enterprises had their own captive power or were supplied by small private electricity supply

companies. A year later, Electricity Directorate under the ministry of industry came inlo

bcing and soon ,tarted taking over the small companies. The Directorate started to build

diesel power plant in a planned way- first in Siddirganj and later in Doublmooring and

Goalpara By 1960 the electricity directorate, which was merged the previous year with the

newly creared high-powered Water and Power Development Authorily (WAPDA), built

about 82 MW new diesel and steam power plant. On the other hand, the irrigation

department launched the process of building 80 MW hydro JXlwer station at Kaptai on the

Karnafu1Jy River This capacity was increased to 230 MW (Five units) in different phases

by 1980 Simultaneously, a 132 KV transmission line was built in the early 1960 between

Kaplai and Dhaka. This transmission line is still in operalion with rednced capacity and

risky operating condition In the next decade, the generation capacity rose from 88 MW to
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419 MW and transmission line from 482 km to 827 km and the demand which was 42 MW

In 1960 rose to 214 MW in early 1970.

After the liberation war, Bangladesh emerged as an independent and sovereign country in

1971, The erst while WAPDA was bifurcated into t,,'O boards, namely, Water De,,-elopment

Board (WOB) and Power Development Board (POB) In 1972, Bangladesh Power

Development Board (BPDR) was created a, an integrated Slate organization with an

installed capacity of 550 MW. During the war of liberation, power instal1ations suffered

extensive damage. As a result, the peak demand dropped to 30 MW ITom the 225 MW of

the pre liberation level of 1970.

After the independence, the immediate problem was the rehabilitation of power supply, By

the end of 1972-73 the government undertook rehabilitation and development program in

the first five-year plan (1973-78) By 1974, the installed capacity rose to 667 MW, when the

gcnerating capacity increased to 490 MW. The highest demand at that time was only 266

MW, leaving re,erve margin of 46%, 1n the next two year plan (1978-1980) and then the

second plan (1980-1985) period, several projects., initiated before the liberation war, were

completed and a number of new projects were undertaken As a result installed generation

capacity increased to 882 MW while the peak demand rose to 462 MW, The reserve margm

at that time was 47.62%

During the second plan period, the most important achievement was the construction of the

Fast-West electrical interconnector, which enabled the transfer of gas-hased low cost power

from the East to the West Five power generation plants having a total installed capacity of

330 MW were completed during this period. But generation capacity still lagged behind the

demand. The main constraint to the expansion of power sl.lpply was the shortfall of the

resources coupled with a huge system loss and a ,low response to tariff adjustments again,t

rising fuel cost.

By the middle of the third plan (1985-90), the system loss stood at 37.5%. Due to such a

high system loss, low account received, high load shedding, poor management and inability

to improve the performance, consessional loans for the power sector ITom the multilateral

donors were not available in most part of the Fourth plan (1990-95) period, The operational

capacity (2133 MW) was again interrupted by occasional power outages owing to

fluctuations in gas pressure, transmission and distribution faults. During this period,

inadequate government resources could add only about 581 MW to the country', net

generation capacity, However, due to non-completion of schedl.lled rehabilitation of some

power stations, generation capability decreased by 271 MW and about 11 MW capabilities

3



was retired di.lring this period. The net capacity increase was thus 299 MW against a new

demand of at least 1000 MW as per growth rate during the same period. This led to a

shortfall of generation of about 700 MW and led to chronic load shedding in 1996 and

1997. In September 1997 Ra07.an"2 (2]0 MW) power station come in to operation and the

first private power company (IOOMW) was commissioned in October 1998.

In spite of these, it has not been sufficient enough to mect the ever-growing demand Tt is

thus no wonder that after more than two decades since independence, more than 80% of the

whole population is still being denied the access to electricity.

However, to meet the demand of electricity of JUral people an autonomous corporation

llamed Rural Electrificalion Board was formed and functioning since October 31, 1977.

REB purchases electricity /TomBPDB and sells to the end user through PBSs (palli Bidyut

Samities), which is a democratic, decentralized, and autonomous cooperative organiLation.

In PBSs the cooperative member consumers enjoy equal opportunities and are entitled 10

exercise equal rights. Till now 419 Thanas are electrified through REB Organizational

developments in the electric power sector at different times is illustrated in fij,'llre: 1.1.

Power Busmcss in Private SeclOT
Pre 1947 Period

Elcetricit)' Direclorate
1948

EPWAPDA 1959

Figure 1.1: Historical dtvelnpment of organizatinns active in electric power sector of
Bangladesh.
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1.3. Power Management System in Bangladesh.

1.3.1. Administration.

The Government of Bangladesh has a separate ministry of enerb'Y and mineral resources to

control, monitor, and supervIse, the power and energy sector These are two divisions in the

ministry viz, Energy Division and Power Division. BPDB is a semi autonomous

organization, which deals with ele~1ric power management in Bangladesh,

In the power generation sector BPDB and IPP respectively produce 82.90''10 & 17,10"/0 of

present generation Very soon REB will also come in generation ",ith IlxlOMW generalion

plants. BPDB and newly formed PGCB (Power Grid Company of Bangladesh) are in charge

of transmission of the generated power

BPUB, DESA, DESCO, REB is distributing the power to the end user. DESA, DESCO, &

REB purchase power rrom BPDB in bulk amount and then distrihute to eOllsumer. Figure

I 2 shows the administrative and business links between different organizations of the

power system.
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The management ofBPDB ha~been vested on a Board, consisting of a Chainnan and six

members, Each member look~after different areas like Administration, Finance, Planning &

Development, Generation, Traosmission and Distribution At pre~ent abom 24 thousand

officers and staffs wurk in BPDB, Administrative systems of other urganization~ in figure

1.2 are briefly discussed bellow_

MEMR
MtniSl'1' of Energy 3m! Mmerdi RCOO1lfCeS

,, ': .i I ENERGY [)IVISJON I
r I_"'_WE_R_D_'_'"_'_'_O_N~[~~~~~~~---------------1

-a

BPOB IP' REB
82_90% .---------- " 10%

---------r----- (Gcnernlion),,,,,,
.._-------- --_.._ .._------------_._ .._.- ----------"_ ..- ---'- -------_ .._ .. ------,,,,,

J.
,,,

1 I
,

PGe'
,

BPOB ,,
(Tnmsmissioll) 30%

,,
70%

,,,,,,
----- ---- •. .. .. -----------_._ .._ .._--------------- , -----._.,---- ---- --_ .._,,,,,,----------------------,,,,,,,,,,,,

• J.
BPOB DESA DESCO)

REB
(DistributIOn) 50"", ./ --- (Dislribulion)

2,% 25%

1 T
Consumers

__________ 1 Administr ••ti\'e Lmk ____ .1 Power Flow link

Figure 1.2: Administrative and business links between urganizations of the power
system.
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REH
In order to intensify the pace of rumI electrification, the government issued an ordinance in

1977 establishing the Rural Electrification Board (REB), a semi-autonomous agency

chargedwith the responsibility of planning, developing, linancing, and consttuction of rural

distribution networks. REB promotes the establishment of Rural Electric Cooperatives

called PBSs (Palli Bidyut Samities), hands over the constructed rural networks to them and

assists the PBSs to operate and maintain the rural networks and monitor their financial

performance.
Chainnan is the chief executive of tbe board of REB and is responsible for the overall

development, management, and administration of REB and its affiliate establishment

(PBSs) etc to carry out the Rural Electrification Programme as defined in the ordinance. He

will plan, organi7,c,direct, coordinate, and control all facets of the programme and REB

administration through appropriate delegations wherever needed. There are different

members for different functions of the hoard viz. finance, engineering, PBS operation.

DESA

In 1990, another ordinance was issued, which was subsequently enacted as an Act

transferring the 132KV and 33KV transmission system and distribution system in the

greater [)haka area including the metropolitan city to a newly created government agency

called the Dhaka Electric Supply Authority (DESA).

The Dhaka Electric Supply Authority (DESA) could not start formal functioning from the

date of its establishment due to some practical reasons. However, formal functioning and

commercial operation orthe authority staned from I" of Octoher 1991

DESA took over the electrical distribution network of about 7473 sq kilometer area of the

greater Dhaka district, which was previously under the control ofBPDB.

DRSA started to import electrical power from BPDB at J 32KV for the purposes or

distributing the same to the consumers within this area. With the lomlal staTt up of its

operation DESA has to take over the existing manpower ofBPDB, those who were working

with the Dhaka Electric Supply. All the practices and rules, all the prohlems and liabilities

lying with BPDB also were a<.llomaticallytransferred to DESA With a huge amount of

receivable lying o<.ltstandingwith the consumers and with practically zero bank balance

DESA started functioning from I" of October ]991

The Authority comprising with one Chairman and Members not exceeding three in number

was assigned with following functions-
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1. Sale and distribution of electricity, maintenance and extension of the distribution

system within the greater Dhaka area.

l! Execution of development works related to distribution of electricity to

consumers and preparation of planning and design of engineering projects and

execution ofthe same with the prior approval of the governmetlt,

m, Planning, development and maintenance of electrical distribution system slarting

from 33KY lines and substations down to lower voltages within greater Dhaka

area with the prior approval of the government.

IV. Execution of other works related and supplement to the above works.

VESCO
The Dhaka area is the largest single distribution temtory consuming about 5()''Io of the tutal

electricity sold in Bangladesh DESA, which is the distribution agency for the Dhaka area

has a poor performance record with respect to system losses and accounts receivables.

Although the performance has improved considerably since 1992 on account of intensive

monitoring, there is a limit to the gains that can be made and it is felt that further progress

can be achieved on a sustainable basis only if there is a change in the business environment,

both external and internal to the organization, which will enable introduction of more

sophisticated control and management system, and alsu organizational accountability.

lhe current organizational arrangemerrts including management structure, employee

compensation, delegation of authority, conduct, discipline and appeal rules and promotion

policies are based on the civil service rules and arrangements which is not well suited to the

functioning of a commercially oriented sector such as power seClor, It was therefore

necessary to create new organizationwith its own rules and regulations, that are more suited

to the new business environment, Subscribing to that a new company (DESCO) was being

created as a public sector company, incorporated under the Companies Act as a subsidiary

of DESA. In Ihe future, shares of the company will be ulfered to lhe private sector, other

power sector entities and the general public to make the DESCO's management more

responsive to its consumers,

The company is wholly owned subsidiary of DESA DESCO is managed by a part time

Board of Directors appointed by its shareholders, which is responsible for policy decisions,

Day-to-day managerial decisions are vested with the Managing Director and two full time

Directors who are appuinted by the Board of Directors They are also be members of the

board once appointed. The organization ofthe company is as follows:
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1, The Chairman of the Board of Directors is the Chairman of DESA or his

nominee till such time DESA owns the majority of the shares in DESCO.

11. The Managing Director is the Chief Executive Officer of the company and IS

responsible for overall management of the company

III The Director (Technical) is responsible for development planning, supply and

demand management, commercial operations and maintenance of the system

IV. The Director (Finance) is responsible for all financial matters of the company,

P(JCH

PGCB was created as an outcome of the restructuring process of power sector in

Rangladesh for establishing commercial environment including bringing efficiency,

accountability and functional autonomy PGCB was incorporated in November 1996 with

an initial authorized capital ofTk 10 billion and entrusted with the responsibility to own,

operate and expand the National Power Grid Network for transmission of electricity with

reliability, secl.lrityand cconomy on sound commercial principle,.

In <!CX'ordancewith the government decision of transferring the transmission system from

Bangladesh Power Development Board (BPDO) and Dhaka Electric Supply Authurity

(DESA) to PGCB two agreements were signed with BPDB for transfer offour 230kV Sub-

stations and 6].5 km 230 kV transmission lines in two :.egments The assets are now being

owned by PGCB and financial transaction for the transfer has been completed. The

government has issued the tariff notification fur the said transferred assets, A programme

has been submitted to the government and other concerned entities for transfer of whole

transmission system by December 2002. The government has already notified the global

transmission tariff, which will be effective after transfer of the transmission system fully to

PGCB.
PGCB envisaged to run the system with minimum but skilled manpower for bringing

efficiency and economy. Keeping this in view, PGCB board has approved the organogram

with 1615 personnel for managing the entire transmission network of the country including

load dispatching. Chairman RPDB, will be the chairman of the Board of Directors of

PGCB The board having 8 Directors where chairman is the chief and 3 other members will

look after the managemenl system of PGCB. Managing Director is [he chief of executive

management and Director (Technical) and Director (Finance) looks after the technical and

financial matters respectively Security and elcaning service were planned to be contracted

out.
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1.3.2. Generation

The present installed generation capacity of the country is 4005MW(including 685MW

from IPP), out of which indigenous gas based capacity is 3286MW, hydro-based capacity is

230MW and oil based capacity 494MW.

According the Statistics on Commercial Operation of BPDB [27], in July 2001 the net

energy generated for the month of July 2001 was I540.538Mkwh. Out of this the gas based

generation wa.~85.93%, hydro wa~ 4.87%, and liquid fuel was 9.20"10 as shown in the

Figure 1.3. Highest demand served was 3084.00MW on July 05, 2001 and maximum load

shedding was 328MW. The parts shared by the IPPs combined in that month were

286.004Mkwh. Figure IA shows the share of private and public sector in generating power

for July 2001.
11K:ahove data shows that the indigenous gas base generation (85.93%) having the major

share of generating electric power. But the gas deposition in Bangladesh has capability to

nul up to year 2019[28]. After that the generation will depend on diesel, HFO, coal, or

nuclear energy. The deposition of gas assessed by Bangladesh Geological Society at present

is 11.86TCF[28].

.N.tum! Gas .Hydro !!IUi"",,1DFLJJl1= Oil

Figure1.3: Generation liS on July 200J by different fueL
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Figurel.4: Share of public IlDdpri~ak sedor in power generation for July 2001.

Because of shortage of power in the formal 'Systems, the major industries acquire captive

power for their own uses in recent ycars. Although there is no accurate information on the

amount of such generation capacity, it is e~timated that more than 500MW capacity has

been installed as captive power at different industrial Units.

1.3.3. Transmission

The National Grid consists of230KV and 132KV transmission lines. All the power plants

are connected with the national grid. Presently we have 570 KM of230KV and 2531 KM of

132 KV Transmission line. Power is injected in the national grid from different power

stations, which is then transmitted to different load centers. At load centers voltage is

stepped down at different voltage levels and distrihuted to the consumer. Table 1.1 shows

the ownership oft,<lnsmission and distribution 1in~.

Total national grid is gradually being prepared for privatization. The process started in 1996

by handing over 61.5 km of230KV line 10 Power Grid Company of Bangladesh (PGCB), a

holding compauy of BPDB. At present PGCB owns 479.5km of 230KV and 653km of

132KV lines. PGCB will charge TKO.!? per kwh transmitted through its transmission lines

after December, 2002 when total transmission assets will be handed over to rGCB.
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Table 1.1; E"istillg transmissioll alld distribution lilles in km of the utilities as on Jun
2000.

Name of
Line (km)

llKVme 2JO KV 132 KV 66KV 33KV &
utihtics belo"
BPDIl 570 253 \ 167 R203 29422

DESA " 511 0 '" 4450

REfl 0 0 0 0 \ 1925R

DESCO 0 " 0 45 '"5
Total "0 3042 1" 9200 153615

Existing generation and transmission network all over Bangladesh is shown in Annexure A.

1.3.4. Distrihutioll

The disuibutioll network of the BPDB around the country serves consumer of different

category. The number of different category of eOllsumers served by DESA, REB, and

OESCO are respectively 489533, 2751403, and 97067 respectively Table 12 shows

category wise number of consumers of the distribution companies.

Table 1.2: Category wise consumer ofvarions utility companies as of June 2001.

"..
14J2,817
275140.>

"'"97j'i,7

W""

"'"'''''''7,'J.JJ
l,fi19

'"'35M

•••••••
"''"5 137

"'",,~
121510

0:.-"''''''

(Not.: lb. ",ben<mel""" M""'lU€,Madrasha, air"", Pagoda eto.)

1.4. Issues of Eledric power System Management in Bangladesh

1.4.1. Administrative Reform

l'he power system in Bangladesh IS controlled by number of agencies namely, the

Bangladesh Power Development Board (BrOB), the Dhaka Electricity Supply Authority

(DESA), Rural Electrification Board (REB), Dhaka Electric Supply Company (DESCO)

and Power Grid Company of Bangladesh (pGCBj. Apan from these organizations, number

of independent power producers (iPPs) are new partners in the generation part of the

12
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system. BPDB is still the major player in the syi>temand its activity is spread across the

value chain.

BPDB generates a major part of the total electric power, and distributes major demand area

including large cities, municipalities and also many non-municipal load centers. It has four

distribmion zones namely, Central, Northern, Southern and Western Each zone is divided

into a number of Electricity Supply Units (ESlJ). BPDB still operates certain part of the

transmission system. With such coverage BPDB appears to be lost in itself Non-

accountability within its diflerent business operations (generation, transmission and

distribution) has breeded inefficiency in the organization.

Through the creation of Rural Electrification Board, unblllldling of the integrated BPDB

took place for the first time in 1977, Tn 1990, the initial step was taken to formally

unboundle a part ofRPDWs distribution through the creation of the Dhaka Electric Supply

Authority (DESA) as a separate distribution authority for Dhaka in 1991 recognizing that

Dhaka alone aCC0!.mtsfor over 50 percent or electricity demand. The Power Grid Company

of Bangladesh (PGCB) was created in 1996 and incorporated under the Companies Act of

1994. Although a pllblic limited company, this new structure gives the PGCB much greater

control to provide incentive and manage its affairs in a company rather than as a

government entity.

Dhaka Electric Supply Company (DESCO) was also created in late 1996 and incorporated

under the Companies Act, like PGCB. DESCO took control of distribution assets at Mlrpur

area of Dhaka in 1998.

Since 19% the Ministry is being assisted by an outfit called the power cell created to

advance sector reforms and assists in tariff formulation in the power sector. REB is

responsible for expansion of distribution system to rural area through a system of rural co.

operatives named Palli Bidyut Samitics (PBS), which carries the utility operating functions,

67 PBSs have been commercially established, These PBSs purchase power from BPDB.

Recently some PBSs are allowing private power generationwithin their command areas

Under the reform program in generation and distribution sector, BPDB formed SBU

(Strategic Business Unit) to overcome the technical and management problem. In power

generation sector Haripur Power Station was made an SHU from December 6, 1999. As an

SBU Haripue Power Station took several steps to improve its operational efficiency, The

key features ofHPS as an SHUare,

1 Own budget.

2. Purchasing Power

13
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3. Autonomy in personnel management

4. Autonomy in operational matters.

The achievement of HI'S after its new status was encoumging i.e. plant availability is 90,00

per cent against target of86.05 per cent, reliability is 98. 18per cent against target of 98.42

per cent and efficiency is 23,00 per cent against target of23.00 per cent.

In the distribution system Sherpur and Jamalpur district was taken as SBU in 1999 with the

aim to increase revenue and reduce unauthoriz.ed demand and overall improvement of

distribution including load management, At the end of November 2000,100 per cent

revenue collection in Jamalpur was achieved and demand was reduced by 0,872MW. In

Sherpur SBU 86 51 per cent revellue collection was achieved and demand was reduced by

LOOMW.Theabove reform programs within BPDB seems 10bear positive result.

Out of the present installed generation capacity of 4005MW, 685MW is generated by

Jndependent Power Producers (IPPs), which is 17,10per cent oftotal generation, According

to PSMP (Power SystemMaster Plan) the generalion capability by BPDB WIllbe 5693 MW

and by TPP's 2050 MW in the year of2007, The share ofIPPs will be then 26,80 per cent of

total generalion The gradual devoll.ltionof BPOB operations and participation of private

sectors ill the power sector are going to influence the management of the power system

However, there are many tiletors thaI need to be considered in this respect, apart from these

administrative changes and other issl.lesrelevant to power systemof Bangladesh,

1.4.2.Alternative Options for Gelleration

About 90% of the electricity generated ill the country comes from gas-fired power plants.

However, the gas reserve in the country is limited. The recoverable reserve estimated to be

15.48 TCF. By now about 3,95 TCF has been consumed and the remaining recoverable

reserve of gas is around 11.68TeF.

Natural gas account for about 70 per cent of commercial energy use in Bangladesh Gas

consumption grows mpidly, wilh annual growth rate of 9 per cent The gas market is

dominated by the power and fertilizer sectors, which accounts for 45 per cent and 32 per

cent of demand respectively in 2000-01 The b'TOwingconsumption in power and fC11iELer

will exhaust the present estimated gas reserve in next 15 [25J years. Therefore, power

generation from alternative fuel ml.lst be considered for any long-term plan of power

system. The probable alternative energy sources in Bangladesh are described below briefly,

14



(a)Coaf

From the energy standpoint, Bangladesh has discovered substantial amount of deep

scooted coal deposits in Jamalgonj (Joypurhal District), Barapukuria (Dinazpur

District), Khalaspir (Rangpur District) and Dighipara (Dinajpur) over the last 35

years. First commercial coal will be produced from Barapukuria mine some time in

200S.0ver 80% of the deposit win be consumed tn generate 300 MW of power tor

25years

(b)Oil

Exploration activities carried out so far could not discover any significant oil

deposit. The only oil deposit so far discovered in the country is in Haripur which

produced a total of about 0.65 million barrels of crude oil till 1994. One oil

production has since ceased because ofrcduction of pressure and influx of water in

the oil wne. Comprehensive exploration efforts need to mount in the field.

(e) BilJ-Mass

Electricity coverage being only 15% of the population and natural gas reaching

only 3% of the households, biomass is the major sources of energy in Bangladesh.

Over three fourth oflolal population ofthe country depend of biomass for cooking,

crops drying and winter heating.

(d)Solar Eneno'
The average daily solar radiation varies from 505 kWhlsqm ill winter to 8.76

kWhlsqm in summer. At present solar energy is mainly used as a convenient and

low cost means of drying crops, fish and salt. Some photovoltaic units have been

installed in different parts of the country mainly for demonstration. Capital cost for

solar photovoltaic technology for the generation of electricity being costly, its

prospects are to be ascertained for specific end uses and locations

(e) Nuclear.

At present Bangladesh has no nuclear power station However a 30MW nuclear

power plant is being planned for last few years. It is still uncertain and prospect is

negligible.

In term of ownership of generation, BPDB will have to continue adding more power

stations. However, depending on the growth rate of demand it might be necessary to allow

more IPPs to generate power
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1.4.3. Transmission bSlles

With the increase in generation over the years, the development of transmission lines fall far

short of demand The Power System in Bangladesh is characterized by sharp differences

between the eastern sides, where natural gas is available and the less developed western

side, which depends on, imported liquid fuels. The share of power plants located on the two

sides is approximately 81 per cent and 19 per cent respectively between the east and west.

However, the two side" are linked by a 230 KV East West interconnecter built in 1982 that

transport surplus power from east to west zone A second interconnection through a 132 KV

double circuit line has been completed in 1998 aligned along the Bangabondhu Bridge. The

bridge also provides a 30inehes dia natural gas pipelines. This will enhance more balanced

generation of electricity in the country in future and substantially reduce large high voltage

transmission losses

"lhe transmission system consists of high voltage 230 KV and 132 KV grid lines covering

the main load centers in the country. However the integrated transmission and the

distribution networks are inadeql.mte. The system control center is inefficient, inadequate

and is based on low technology for a system of the size and complexity oflhe Bangladcsh's

network EreCled in the 1980s LDC at Siddirganj cannot cope even now. The situation is

likely to aggravate when TPP generating units, particularly Haripur (360 MW) and

Meghnaghat (450 MW), Barapukuria 250 MW and Baghabari 250 MW etc. will come into

full operation by year 2005 Different issues that are relevant to the tmnsmission network of

the electric power system of the country may be listed as below:

a) Load Management.

b) Inefficient and Inadequate Transmission Lines

c) Losses and inefficiencies.

d) Operational Constraints.

e) Demand Management.

f) Technical difficulties.

The above matters eventually translate to factors that affects the generation system.

t.4.4. Distribution Issues

The distribution of electric power in the country is the last-step where the customers interact

with the providers. There are many technical as well as non-technical issues involved in this

step. Issues such as customer satisfaction, demand managemem, loss minimization, system
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balancing etc, are issues which eventually affect some aspects of generation, The malll

distribution issues are as follows

Consumer survey.

Meter testing,

Meter sealing.

Faulty meter replacement.

Reb'Ularization of consumer

Neutral & MeIer earthing.

Replacement of non-standard service,

System balancing

Re-locating X-former & stringing required lines

Meter re-location,

104.5. Techno-Economic Issues

Apart from different technical issues there are certain technological economic and financial

aspects of the system in Bangladesh that deserve serious attention Economic life of powcr

stations, transmission and distribution lines determine the cost of production and delivery.

Standard economic life for these componenls are as below [PSMP-1995J:

Hydro plant - 50 years

Steam tl.lrbine- 30 ycars.

Simple cycle combustion turbine- 20 years,

Combustion cycle planl~ 25 years

Transmission & Distribution line- 35 year,

Some of the power plants of RPOR have crossed the desired lifetime, Still these plants are

running with very risky operating condition At present the average plant factor of BPOB is

about 60-64%, and the overall efficiency was 31.59%[5] Some of the plants like Raujan

Power Station could not reach the expected efficiency ITom the beginning. Plants of 1-10

MW capacity are not operated on reb'Ular basis, Their efficiency is going down due to

idling, As a result when they 11.1lIduring peak load period they show high operational cost,

Planls cannot he taken for rehabilitation program, due to financial constraint. The regular &

rouline maintenance could not be camed out dl.le to insufficient reserve margin. At present

no reserve margin is available in power generation sector for schedule maintenance. The old

machinery has no repair and maintenance manual for standard maintenance. Insufficient
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stock of spare parts is also a problem for repair & maintenance, Lack of t[llining

opportunities for the new acquired technologies acquisition, aggravates the situation.

BPOB is facing severe financial problem due to certain losses and sale of electricity at

lower rate than production cost. At present the generation cost is approximately Tk.

1 71/Kwh including the power purchase cost from IPPs [29]. The transmission &

distribution co~1is about TkO.914/Kwh[27 &29]. The total cos1at the conSl.lmerlevel is Tk

2.62SlKwh,which is much higher than present tariff rate, The average tariff rate is ahol.ltTk

2,181Kwh,This has led to approximately Tk 300-400 crore losses to BPDB every year On

the other hand BPOB purchases power from IPPs at the average rate of Tk 4.S0/Kwh.

BPOB sells electricity to REB at the rate ofTk I ,84/Kwhand 10DESA at Tk. L92/Kwh. to

their end, At the same time the revenue collection from both REB & OESA is not

satisfactory. As per the PSMP, BPDB requires US$ 6 billion to implement the planned

programs for neld ten years but does not know from where this fund will come. Even BPDB

does not have any forecast of expenditure for next few years' improvement plans The

problem aggravated further after the donor agencies stopped funding in the power sector.

l.S. Objective of the Study

The power management is mainly a coordinated and integrated eITort of generation,

transmission, and distribution. All the three components must cooperate and act in unison

for smoothmanagement of the sys1em.A complete stl.ldyof the power system management

is quite an involved work. However, study of any ooe component will definitely lead to

issues those have implications on other components. Generation of power is the basic

component in the whole power system. In the previous sections different issues of power

system of Bangladesh wcre mentioned Among these the issues related generation deserves

special attention. Specially with the advent of IPPs and devolution of generation plants of

BPOB is interesting Given the reality that IPPs are going to stay and more of them will be

added it is important to understand how these lPPs are going to influence the power system

of Bangladesh This study has generally concerned itself with the impact of IPPs in the

power system Specific objectives of the study are:

(a) To study and analyze the present electric power system in Bangladesh.

(b) To study the operations of the Independent Power Producers in Bangladesh.

(c) To studythe implications ofIPPs in the power management system ofBangJadesh.



1.6. Methodology

The bulk of the information for the study was collected from secondary sources such a~

annual report of BPDB and REB, various studies and presemation made by the concerned

organi7ations and individuals The contract documents for the operation of IPPs were

reviewed, Besides, data were collected from various sources at BPDB, Power Cell and

DESA through personal communications

1.7. Organi7.ation of the Study

In the first chapter of the study a general outline of the electric power system of Bangladesh

is presented, Major player in the system and important issues related to the management of

the system is pointed oul.

BPDB being the largest component of the system, its operation and management is

described in chapter 2, It is tried to identify the problem areas of BPOB operation and

management and possible root causes are sought.

In chapter-3 the independent power production system is discussed. Important points of the

contracts of the independent power producers are noted, Contrihutions of IPPs are also

discussed. Also, experience oflPPs in other countries is briefly discussed.

In chapter-4 different strategic options of power generation with IPPs for the electric power

system of Bangladesh is discussed.

The study is summarized in chapter-5 and conclusions are presented.
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CHAPTER-02

Qperation and Management of BPDB.
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CHAPTER-02

Operation and Management of BPDB.
2.1 Introduction

The SPDR is an autonomous organization under Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resource.

The management is vested on a board, consisting si~ members, and a Chainnan, The laller

is the head of this board. Each member oversees an operational area of the of the

organization as described earlier. The highest lier orlhe organizational structl.lTeof SPDD is

showl! in Figure 2, I. The detail is presellted in Annexure 8.

MeMR

Chmnrurn

1

M~,,,bcr Member Member Member Moo." Member
Admin Finance Distribution Planning & TransmisSIOn (J.,nemlioll

Dcvcloomcnl & System
Operation

Figure 2.1: Highest tier of the organizational structure ofBPDB.

2.2. Generating Stations ofBPDB

BPDB has generating capacity of 3711 MW in different power stations located at different

places of the country. These power stations have different characteristics This section

presents these power stations from different point of view

2.2.1. Type of Power Gtnerating Stations

The technology of power generation depends on types of fuel combustion technology and

combination of prime mover. Power generating stations of BPDB covers part of the fill1

spectrum of power generation technology. Table 2 1 presents the type of power stations of

BPDB along with generating capacity.

The Hydroelectric power plants use flowing river water at Karnaphully. Other power

.~lations used Diesel oil, Furnace Oil and Natural Gas as primary fueL For combine cycle

power stations the exhaust gas from the primary gas turbine is used as fuel to generate

steam in boiler The steam is used to wtate the secondary turbine, The schematic diagram of
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~ombine ~ycle electricity generation is shown in Figure:2.2. The electricity'from thc Hydro-

Electric plants is the cheapest. However, the first cost is quite high, Combined cycle plants

are most efficient. BPDB does not have any nuclear, solar or wind cnergy based power

station
Table 2.]: Generating capacity of UPDB by types of technology.

2101MW 64%

170MW 5%

299MW 9%

197MW 9%

lS0MW 4%

29MW 0.9%

: 3277 MW

Technology Fuel
Hydro Water head of

reserve.

Stearn Turbine Natural Ga~

Steam Turbine Furnace Oil

Gas Turbine Natural Gas

Gas Turbine Diesel

Combined Cyele Natural Gas

Diesel Engine Diesel

Total

Capacity
230MW

Percentage
7%

Torque output to
driven Accessories

110t ga~ of Temp
1500'C (Approx.)

I Ger>erdtOT•

Exhaust gas of SOOT
T=
Boiler

~..•.
Chamber

Combustion

Fuel (gas)

••Compressed
Ai,

....

Atmospheric
Ai<

Genemtor

Exhaust gas

Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram ora combine cycle plant.
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.From the table 2 I we can see that power generated from natural gas is the highest

(77,80%). However, out ofthis capacity (2675MW) only 4% is generated by most efficient

technology i.e, combined cycle technology. In teons of efficiency plants producing more

than 50% of total BPOS production capacity are n.rnningat below 30% efficiency [20].

Many plants are running at efficiency range of 12-18%, However, the overall efficiency of

(he BPDS plants is 31,63%,
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2.2.2. Location and Age of Power Stations

Table 2.2; Major Power Stations ofBPDB according to location, age and remaining
lifetime f •.•..•m the year 2002.
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; n 19-01_\980 19--111-211((1 '" " " " ~

" SAIDPl'" , D 2S-06-198\ 2,--06-2001 fO/ 3.1S , lAO \.411, (;'1 ]1'()9_19~1 ]1.09-2001 = '" " "m "" 0,
ffiD

" TH"mlGAQ!< ,., n (1Ii-I1(,_19(,6 (l(;.Q6-1986 U~ , ; ,~LSO ~

" llARI8AL ,~, D 197,.1980 1'!'!5-201JJ ffiD ,.w , " ", n 05_0li-1984 05-0&-2004 tlSl) " " n 17 50 "', " 04.1(j-19~1 U4_H~2007 HSD ;; " 0,0 '" (j5

" RA~lJnlt , " 25--o&-19118 25-illi-2(KJ8 ffiD '" n " " ~

" HHOLA ,~, D 08.10-1988 08-10-2008 1',011 , , , , %

I" llAUHAIlAJ<! n " 04-f16--1991 04-1.J6-ZlJll en; " " " " "'316$ OnlyPnblic Sectnr
Priyate

, He,- " D 02_10_1'/98 OZ-I(1_2()22 ~'.()il "" "" ,n 1In '", n~GllAllARl , CI' 26-06-19'J~ 29-f1('_2021 Ga, W 00 ~o "' "SUBTOTAL(B): (,55 W, 4573 436.9 ~
rorAL(A+U): "m 3615 2702,3 ZO~1.9 ~

Source Referenoc [29].

Table 2,2 shows the location and age of major power plants. Location wise distribution is

highly skewed to thc liastern part of the country- mainly due to availability of indigenous

fuel- 87,23% of the generation capacity is located in the East of the river Jamuna while the

rest is in the west zone.

From table 2,2 we can also see how the BPDB generating capacily will cross their economic

life, Already 327MW (10.33%) capacity is past their economic life For obvious reason

thcse units are being operated at a higher cost. Generating units of 47lMW (15%) capability

will have their economic life expired in next 1-5 years time, units of 173MW (5.5%)

capability will retire in 6.10 years, units of 774MW (24.5%) capability will relire in 11-15

years, 430MW (13 6%) in 16-20 years, 630MW(20%) in 21-25 years, 260MW (8.2%) in

26-30 years and IOOMW(3.15%) will retire in after 30 years.

,
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It is already seen that a considerable generating capacity of BPDB has either past the

economic life or will soon complete their economic life. Naturally the generating units in

this category produce less than their installed capacity, According to a study (PS.MP-1995) a

tolal of 167MW generating capacity has been lost in dilferent units by February 2000. This

non-recoverable capacity is expected to rise in future.

2.2.3. Growth ofCentral!on Capacity of DPDB

A power system has to develop continuOLlsly to cope with lost capacity and new demand

BPDB system has also grown over the years despite its constraints The growth of

generating capacity ofBPOB can be seen in figure 2.3, The growth rate between 1989/1990

and 1999/2000 periods is about 47,8%. This may be observed from the fij,'llre that there was

no addition of generation capacity after 1998199,

Table 2.3 shows the energy generated by BPOB from 1982-83 till 1999-2000, The table

also shows the year-ta-year growth of energy generation, Given the perennial short fall in

electric power supply it is apparent that growth rate of generation capacity is not sufficient



2.2.4.1nstaUed Capacity, Capability, Maximum Demand Served and Firm Capacity

arc as below
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Figure 2.3: Comparison with Installed Capacity, Capability and Demand
Served(Except IPPs).
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Table 2.3: Year to Year gross energy generation of BPDB.

Year Gross Energy Generation inGWh % Energy Transfer
Increase throu9h East-West
over '" Interconnect or

East Zone Wes\Zone System ~r:;ed;n East '" West '"Total Jl ear We" East
1982-83 2845.6830 586,9890 3432.6720 13Q.49 341.3200 02-400
1983--84 3398.1900 568.0000 3966,1900 15.542 519,0400 1.4370
1984-85 3655.8870 872.5460 4528.4330 14.176 477.4100 20.13300
1985-86 3-487.9000 1312.3560 48002560 13,003 222.4000 106.4300
1986-87 4749.0980 837.8490 5586.9470 16,389 797.83130 10.9070
1987-88 5752.5390 788.8630 6541.4020 17.084 1179.5430 0.0165
1988-89 65339443 580,9053 7114.8496 8.766 1550.0000
1989-90 74009835 330,9636 7731.9471 8.673 1956.7845
1990-91 8125.7950 1-44.3953 82701903 6.9131 2314.01368
1991-92 8499.8960 394.3495 8894 4360 7.746 2213.0000
1992-93 8582.68130 623.7500 9206.4360 3,510 1919,8870
1993--94 9129.0381 655.3132 9784,3513 6.277 1980.7620
1994-95 9885.2796 921.1491 10806.4289 10.446 19546160
1995-96 10734.6225 739.5908 114742133 6,180 22150160
, 1996-97 10804.6985 1052.8935 11857.5920 3.341 1924.1700
1997-98 11789.0648 1093.3447 12882.4095 6.643 1997.0000
1998-99 13126.073 746.1321 13872.2052 7.683 2186.000

2.2.5. Administrative Arrangemenl of Power Station

Organizational structure of the power plants of BPDB depends on capacity of power

production. Plants with 200MW or more capacity are con!rolled by Chief Engineer with two

or three Superintendent Engineers. These engineers are usually responsible for operation

and maintenance of the plant Plant with generating capacity of 40MW or more but less than

200MW are run by a Superintendent Engineer as manager while two executive engineers

are in control of operation and maintenance of the plant. It may be mentioned here that each

plant has two distinct areas of work. These arc operation and maintenance. Operational

staffs arc doing regular operational job and maintenance stan's are carrying out routine and

preventive maintenance.
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MANAGER

dOOl\n\' :Chief Engineer.
2:401\1W:Superintendent Eu~illet'r.
~;40MW :Executive Engineer.

OPERATION MAINTENANCE

Figure 2.4: Organization of Power Plant.

Figure 2.4 shows the upper tier of the organization chart oC power plant ofBPDB, The

managers of power plants have very limited authority in i;trateg;cand certain operational

matters, As a resllit the smooth running oCthe plant are adversely alTeeted.

Recently BPDB has started a new administrative arrangement of its power plants,

Haripl.lr plant with IOOMWcapacity has occn made a strategic business urut, This

administrative authority and responsibility has been largely recast to give more

autonomy to the plant management. Figure 2 5 shows the organizational structure of the

top tire ofHaripur Plant.
---------,

PMC

PME

,,,---------~

------------
CHAIRMAN

(ChaimJan BPDB)

MEMBER

.I.
MEMBER SECRLT,\RYI
Chi,fOp''',;"" om""

.\lHt1ll',R

m:rlJlY ,1."--"AGER(G ,,,,,.-.1)
HPS_"omi>« S,,,"",,,

-

Figure 2.5: Organization ofSBU Haripur Power Station.

The Plant Management Board (PMB) consists of9(nine) members. The Chairman ofBPDB

is the Chairman and Manager of Haripur Power Station is the Member Secretary of this

Board. The Management Board is the apex body responsible for management of Haripur
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Power Station. The Board is primarily responsible for strategic management to ensure

smooth generation of power by efficient utilization of the facilities,

The Plant Management Committee consists of 6(si:<)members. The Manager of Haripur

Power station is the Chief Operating Officer and Deputy Manager (General) of Haripur

Power Station is the Member Secretary of this Committee. The PMC will be responsible to

assist the Manager and the board to ensure smooth operation and maintenance of the Power

Station.
PMB is empowered to e:<ercisethe same financial and administrative power as that of

BPDR, while the Plant Management Committee of the Station will e:<ercisemost of the

total financial and administrative powers of PMB in respect of material, equipment,

machinery, service and human resources. The delegation of the above authorities has greatly

improved the operational efficiency of the plant. Noticeable improvements were observed

[II] in one year. The overall performance and achievement ofHPS during the first year of

its operation as SBU is quite satisfactory and appreciablc. The main achievements may be

summarized as.

(a) The employees are motivated to face the challenges of the reform,

(b) Discipline has been established everywhere.

(c) Shortening the time required for procurement of foreign spare to a greater extent.

(d) Analysis of past troubles and taking necessary countermeasures,

(e) Preparation ofshon, medium and long-termmaintenance plans.

(!) Imparting on -job training for all categories of the employees

(g) Implementation of all types of routine, preventive,lIlISency& schedule maintenance

including CI(Combuslion Inspection), HGPI(Hot Gas Path Inspection), and MOH as per

manufacturer's schedule without the assistance of foreign experts

(h) Practicing of total quality management in the stations,

As a result the operational performance of the plant has attained its targeted goals as shown

in Table 2.4.

98,18%

23%

98.42%

23%

Table 2.4: Operational performance of HPS

Target Achievement

44204GWh 488,88GWh

86.05% 90010

~ammeter

Generation

Plant Availability

Reliability

Efficiency
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2.3. Transmission and Di~lribution Grid of DPDB

EVOB owned and operated the transmission and distribution system until 1996. Jn July

1997 Power Grid Company of Bangladesh (PGCl'l) was crcated to own and operated the

transmission system.PGCB is a limited company vvith a board of directors. A part (30%) of

the transmission system was handed over to PGCB from BPDB. Eventually l'lVOB and

OESA will hand over all 230KV, 132KV and 66KV lines and terminal equipmen(and

assets to PGCB. The administration of PGCB and BPDB are still strongly linked, As such

discussion on transmission and distribution of electricity in this section is presented

assuming BPDS oWIling the system.

2.3.1. Description of the Transmission and Distribution Network

Table 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2 8, 29 and 2, I0 presents the physical and technical parameter of

different components of the transmission and distribution system ofBPDB.

Table 2.5: 230 KV Existing Grid lines.

s,. N,= Lengthin Lenglh in No m CouduClo,- Conductor
No.

~~
CkT.km Ch brand Name Si/c'm, ,~.W.' Eleeuieal "" m Double Mill'"'" 795MCM

lntorconncelor, Ton .i-Ghorasal " " Double Mallard 79~CM
; Ashuga!\'-Ghomsal " •• Double MaHard 795MCM, Raujan-IIalhazan n '" Doubie T"in 'CO

.m,m
; Ashu" '.Comina " '" Doubl. Finch 1113MCM

" Ghorasal-Haripur- <ill n" Double TWlIl 79:JMCM
HssnJIbad Mallard, Ishurd; .Blmra mara. S ,", Double Mallard 795MCM, ComilJa-fIatbazari '" 3U2 DOIlble T"in 2X795MCM

Mallard

Total
Son"",: Refe,ence [20].

570 1140
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Table 2.6: 132 KV E"isting Grid lines.

51. Name Lenglh in Length in '" "' Conduelor Conductor I
No =" Ckl. km Ckl. brand N"mc Size

(km), Siddhir '-SilliI,'iba/~r 138 '" lJouble Grosbe>tk 6lSMCM, Ka IaJ-SiddI,i " m '" ~e
Grosbeak 6lSMCM

; Kulshi-Ifu lishahar n n Si e Grus\>e.'lk 63SMCM, 5lmh ',ba/.;lf.charnk 150 3n11 Doublc Grosbeill< 615MCM
; C01uHla North-Chandpllr ;0 ;0 Single Linnot+

Grosbe .••k, Comill .•• Nonh_Comilla '" " Double G=""" ('3SMCM
Soulh, Ashu '-Jrnml , 16(, '" S,n Ie G,,,,,,,", 635MCM, M.••danh<lt"S,kalbaha n " DonbJe G[osbeak 635MCM

" Sik" lbaba-Dohazari " '" Double om""" 635MCM

W Sika Ibaha-Hahslmr n n Sin lc AAAC S04, .m.m

n KMir ill-Tan' ,I " " S,n Ie Grosbelli< 63SMCM

" Kulslu-Raraulia u n 5in , Grosbeak 63SMCM

n M",lm,lllll_Kulsh, n n Sin , Grosbeak 63SMCM

U M~t-KUlslu n U " 'Ie Grosbeak 635MCM
n Ka '-B1lITIaulia '" no Double Gro,beill< 635MCM

'" Dohazari-COx.s Bazar "" "" i Oro,bc"k 6lSMCM

n Feru-O,o"muhani " " SIn Grosbeak 63SMCM

" M,'mensin -Netrokona " " Si e Grosbcak 63SMCM

" Goal -Ishurdi '" 33~ Double HAWK 4771'vlCM

'" l.hurdt-Bo' .•• W, m Double HAWK 477MCM

n Bo -$md , '" '''' Double HAWK 477MCJIIJ

" Said nT_Thakurgaon "' m ~Ie HAWK 477MCM

" ~ a-B [bat-B .••nsal '" COo 5i Ie HAW' 477MCM

" Jhat-Mon la " " ;,
"

HAWK 477MCM

n Brnsal. Pal nakhal i " " Sm Ie Grosbcak (,35MCM

" K"wkha 1i_Dhandaria , • Sin Ie HAWK 477MCM

" B~-Bband1ria '" "" Double HAWK 47/MCM

'" Ra'sbahi-NaIOTC '" '" Sin 'Ie HAWK 477MCM

" ~'-Shah.ad " " Sin Ie Grosbeak 635MCM
;0 tJ "-&:ra \ '" m Double Gro,beak 635MCM

" Se",' "n' _Shah.~ur " '" Double Gro""" 635MCM

" Ra'shahi-Nawab" n " " Donble Grosbelli< 635MCM

" lshurdt-Pabna " " ;;
"

GTosbeak 635MCM

" Pabfia-Sloall.ad ur '" '" ;, Co Grosbeak 635MCM
35 "" -LalmoniIhal '" " 8\1' le Grosbeill< ('35MCM

'" Bo m-Noa " " " ;;
"

G[osbeak (d5MCM

" ('AlmilIa(. )-13araulia '" 150 ;, , Gros1lc.,k 635MCM
Toli! 2634 4190

~OIlTce:Reference [20).

Table 2.7: 66 KV Existing Grid Lines.

S1. Name Lcngthin Length in No. m ConductoT Conductor

No. [out. Ckl. km CkL bnrnd Name Si/-c

""'",
~1~~:,:.-ISh\lrd~~~'bna- CO, '" Smgie
U . a-Scr"Jga.!'
Total >6, >6,

sanree: Reference pOI-
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The salient feature of the grid sub stations for 230KV and 132KV are as below.

Table 2.8: Esisting 230KV SubstatioDS.

" N= or IheGridSnbSl<tlion Transformercapacity
No. (MVA), Rao'an PIS -, Hathazari 3xl50, Comilla 1x225 (3x75, Ashu ani 2x150, Ghorasal 2xl25

" Too 2x225 7x75*, Hari ur 2,,225 7x15*

• Hasnabad 2,,225 7x75*, Ishurdi 3x225(9x15
Total 3250

SmlfCe. RcfcrcIIlc 1201,

Table 2.9: Esisting 132 KV Grid Sub Stations (East).

S, NallleoftheGridSubStation Transformercav<'"lly
No <MYA), Siddhirgnj 2<50'1..1

,,""-', Manikn 0' Switchin Station, Hasnabad 3x35/50/55, Tongi l,~'-'.'
2,''''4\, Kabi m 2x25/41, Ghorashal 2x50, Ashu an 2x15/25

S Baraulia Ix28/40
0 Chand ur 2x 15/20

" Chandro hona 2x10/13.33

" Chatak 2x15/20

" Comilla lx40

" Comilla S 2x25/41

" Cox's Ba7.ar hl6/20

" DohazMi 2,,28/40

" Fenchu an h15!l993

" Fenchu an PIS Switchin ' Station

" Feni 2x15/20

" Halisahar 2x44.l!63

'" Hathazari 2x44 1/63

" Jamal ur 2x25/41

" Ka 13i 1,,15/20

" Kishor an' 2x 15/20

" Hulshi 2,,44,1/63

" Madanhat lx25/41.67

" M mensingh 2x25/41

" Shah"ibazar 1""
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28 Sikalbaha
2'J Sreemon 01
iiJ S Ihet
31 Tan 11
31 Netrokona
33 Chowmohoni

Total
SOlrn:c: RelOreoce [201-

Table 2.10; Existing 132 KV Grid Snb Station (West).

" Nome 01 lhc Grid Suh Station Tran"fo:~capacity

'" ", " ..,-ha! 2,,10 31 33, lImi.'Oll 2>:25141
; Dhermn:ml 1,,12511667, lJogllfa 2:<25141
; Botu.i1 2><25/41
0 'm • lxl5120,

Gool "'" h125116.67, ],hunh 2~15120
1><2.5116.67, J""",rc lx4lJ

'" Thenaidah 2xZO

" Khulna(C 3x4l</M

" M.dari LJI 2.<10113..']
n Mon I. 2.>;]0I1-',J3

" N~
2~15120

" '- 2x20

", PalU>hb.d 1/15110

n Porbo",,' 2,,12.5/1667

" Ra',lrnh' 1><251.13," ''" , 2:<25141

'" sa,' • 2:<25/41

" Sba11.~ lx15120
n lhal.-urgann h12 5116 67

1~]5/2t1
LxlO1H .1,

" ~~ 2'<25141

" N.~
lxl5120

" Sera" 2,15120

'" Lalrnunirl\ll1 2xl5l20

" ,
"" 2:<25(11

" r"'ualhah lxl5flO

'" - 1,,10113.33,~ 1575.6(,
SOLJIOC ReiCrcnce 1201

The totalle!,gth of distribution lines comprising 33KV, lIKV, and 1J/OAKV lines stood at

39363 km at the end of:FY 1999-2000 compared to 38658km at the end ofFY 1998-1999,

A total of705km of distribution lines were added forthe increment of7.18% consumer. The

system loss ofBPDB's own distriblltion lines are 27.86%.
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2.3.2. Administrative Arrangement of the Transmission and Distribution Grid

BrOB owned transmission system is at present maintained and monitored by a chief

engineer Total transmission system is divided into several circles. One superintendent

engineer is the head of each circle Two or three executive engineers' assists the head of that

circle These executive engineers arc the heads of each division. Few sub-slations and

included grid lines are maintained and monitored by one divisional head. One Sub-

divisional engineer is in charge ofa sub-station, The upper tier of the transmission sy!>iemis

shown in the figure 2.6,

MJ.~mLR
., "",m",;on &
s,~"" 'lp","io"
1

ChiefFnginccr
Transmission

•.I. .I. .I. .I. T l.
S,E. Grid S.E, Grid S.E. Grid S,lo, Grid Dm;"lor(S,E). S.E.system
Comm& Comm,&' Comm.&. Comm.&. Load Protection &.

TciemeTering. TclcmClering, Telemel"nng, TciemeteJing, Dcsp.lIch. MeTenng
lTG. Oh;)kn. KhulIm l.hurdi. S;ddirganj ClIde.Dhaka.

D;visiQn tlivislOn Didsion DlviSlon
(Xcn) (Xcn) (Xen) (XeD)

Sul>-$lahon -.su!>-Sllltion Sub-Stalion ••. Sub-Sllltion

Gnd Lin"s Grid lines Grid L;"", • Grid Lines

Figure 2.6: 0l1:anization chart of Transmission System.

A new transmission company named Power Grid Company of Bangladesh (pGCB) is in

operation with part stake from private sector. The PGCB has two-apex body of

management. These are board of directors and management, Chairman BrOB is the

chainnan of the board of directors. This board consists of 9(nine) member induding

chairman and three members from PGCB and others from out side. The management is the

executive body for operational purpose where Managing Director is the head of the
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management Others are Director (Technical) and Director (Finance) These directors are

part of the board, Figure 2 1 shows the upper tire organi7.ationalarrangement of rGeE.

CHAIRMAN ~-------------,(Chamnan BPDB) ,,,
aOARD,, 0'l,
,,,
DJREcrORS,,,,

MEMBER
Mmogrng 0""""" "nOel

,
DirectoTlTcch,l I
Din:<;lor(Fin.)

Managemen

Figure 2.1: Upper Organizational arrangement of PGCB.

As per the agreement with GOB, PGCE will own and operate the whole transmission

system after December 2002. BPDB has started handing over the transmission assets to

PGCB. The present state of ownership is shown in Table 2.11.

Table 2.11: Handed over transmission assets to PGCR.

't ype ofTran:.mission
230KV Tmnsrrussion Line

13IKVTrnn"lllSSion Line

l23/33KV Sub-Station

Length/Capacity
479.5km

65Jkm

983MVA

Sectors
HathaZllii -eomilb- Ashngan j_Ghorasat_

Ishwa,d i,GhOTdSh"I_Tongi

Hatha",n -Fcni-eom' l1a_Ashuganj_
Ki,horgallJ-M}mcn,mgh-
JamaJpnr,Mymcnsing/l-
Netrokona, Corrulla-ehandpur, Fcni_
Chowmnrumi. Comlll" _H"npu'_

Siddir,,'OllJ.

wilhin lransmission area

PGCR has taken over the main transmission line (230KV) ITomChittagong to Ishwardi,

which is about 61 4% oftotai230KVexisting lines, It has also taken over one major feeder

to Dhaka city - the top most consumption center of the country As to 132KVtransmission

line, PGCB has taken over the most of the network in the eastern part of the country except

Dhaka city and greater Sylhet area.
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Smooth distribution and control is the part of power management. Considering this view

whole distribution netwurk has been divided into eight zones depending on geographical

area of Bangladesh Chief engineer is the head of each zone, The Chief Engineers of the

zones are under the supervision and control of Member ofBPDB in charge of Distribution.

At present the zones are Sylhct, Comilla, Rajshahi, Chittagong, Rangpur, Mymensing,

Khulna and Barisal. Depending on coverage of a 7.One,two or three Superintendent

Engineer assists Chief Engineer. Figure 2,8 shows the organizational arrangement of the

distribution system ofBPDB.

MEMBER
DiSlributiOJl

• • 1 1 1 J.
Chier CIu.f Chief Chier clu.r Chief Chier Chi.f

Engineer Engin= Engin= Engmocr -= ,- Engineer Engineer
Kh"lna Bansal Mymcusing ~",,' Chittagong Comilla Raj,llahi Shlhcl

1

Circl. Circle Circle
(S E) (S El (S El

, ~'-
Di\';sion Di\1sion DIviSIOn
(Xen) (Xen) (Xen)

SEU O&M Con, Complain
'FSU~ E1cclri< Supply I ill;!, O&M~ Opcral;on and M,un1erul"ce, Con Complam Con,umer, Comphu",

Figure 2.8: Organization Chart of Distribution System.

Dlle to years of mismanagement resulting in system loss, BPDB has taken up a new concept

of di,tribution management Two pilot scale projects were taken in two Divisions in

Mymcnsingh termed as Strategic Business Unit (SBU). SBU covers one Division, The basic

philosophy of SBU concept is to deliver quality service to the consumers at the existing

price. To make the unit financially viable and run it efficiently SOUwas conceived in sllch

way so that each and every output of SBU activity can be measured as per standard set of
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indicators and at the same time quality of service and product can be compared with

standard specification. An incentive and punishment system is also tbmlulated to motivate

the people working in the SBUs, A task force comprising executives from the Division as

well executives from the Power Cell will manage the strategic matters of the ,miL

After the first phase (first 6 month) the SBUs achieved quite encouraging results These are

shown in Table 2 12.

17 78% from 33,96%15.01% from 29,85%

Table 2.12: Achievement in the SBlls.

Jamalpur SBU Sherpur SBU

0.872MW 1 OOMw

TK64.24 lac Tk32 94 lac

Parameter

Demand Saved

Extra Revenue Added

Distribution loss

Reduce to

CollectionlImport ratio

Improve from 54% to 100% 5776% to 86.51%

2.4. System Loss

The System loss in electricity is an unpleasant and acute problem in Bangladesh, This is an

outcome from the mismanagement since long. Two basic system losses arc technical loss

and non-technical loss. The combined net system loss ofBPDB and DESA has been around

36% and overall collection has been around 80% ofbilJing (FY 1999-00) This mcans that

the overall collection to generation ratio has been only around 69%. The existing system

loss in BPDB is shown in the figure 2.6, It can be seen that the loss has come down over the

years and leveled off at around 16% for last few years, Different factors that contribute to

system loss are described next
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Figure 2.9: System loss on Net generation.

2.4.1. Technical Losses

Technical losses are caused due to inherent resistance of metal of line, TrrnI5former,

Isolators, Connectors and other electric equipment. This Cllnnot be lllIIde zero due to metal

characteristics but it can be kept at minimum level. The causes of teclmical losses and its

probable reduction measures are given below:

Long Length of Feeder.

Expansion of distribution lines without any technical design feasibility lIJ1d in unplanned

way due to customer demand, and political pressure has resulted in inefficient system. Some

of the feeder of l1KV are more than 150Km long and lacks alternative point of power

supply.
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Renovation or Feeders..

In urban areas power demand increases tremendously but the conductor size remain old and

inade<;luate.This cause high tochnieallosses. Some time linemen use G.L wire due to non-

availability of COffe(,1 wire which adds distribution loss tremendously,

Improper l)jstribution TransfOrmers.

The small size transfonner available now is 25KVA bllt some village and irrigation pump

require IOKVA transformer or less which adds technical loss. Due to fast growing demand

in urban area the transfonner gets easily overloaded, This also results in technical losses.

Low Power Fudor.

Low power factor on the distribLltion system is the major cause of technical losses.

Irrigation pumps, Induction motors etc in the industry, electric fans and air conditioners

contribute to low power factor due to high reactance of motors, The generators,

transmission and distribution lines also contribute reactive power,

Connecti{m.~, J.~oIutors,Dmpllul Fuses, Com'umers Service.

Most of the line staff ofBPDB has shallow knowledge or no knowledge about technology

of electric supply system and proper utilization of this item, which Icd to poor

workmanship. This poor work causes technical losses.

Metering.

There may be a little or a marginal loss in metering but slow operation of meIer causes

losses. T .ow quality single phase meters manufactured in some Countries runs slower aller

few years while good quality meters from South Korea and Japan have no such problem.

These low quality meters run 3-5% slower after a few years and this results in considerable

loss of revenue

2.4.2. Non-Technical Losses

Non-Technical losses include pilferage of electricity, administrative errors in metering

system, mismanagement in distribution sector, meter tempering, low professionalism,

disloyal employ starting from lower level to top of the pyramid, fraudulent practice of the

customer These losses can be made zero if the bonafide loyal management ~ystem can be

improved
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2.5. Cost and Revenue

Financially BPDB is incurring loss. The operating eost and revenue collection in \999-2000

as in Table 2 13 shows the non-operating expenses constitute a considerable part (19%) of

the total expendIture and is the cause of operating loss ofBPDB,

Tahle 2.13 : Operating Cost and Revenue Collection in 1999-2000

27)5862 million,
503.08 million

27,861.70 million.

: TK.
TK.
TK.

Operational Revenue
Electricity Sales
Other operating income
Total operating revenue

Qrrerating ,expenses
fuel cost :TK9,14382million,
.Electricity purchase from LPP : TK 3,639,47 million.
Depreciation : TK 7,002 26 million.
Repair and Maimenance : TK 2,411 57 million,
Personnel Expenses : TK 2,336,95 million.
Office and Administrative Expenses : TK 1,146,76 million.
Assets Insurance Fund ' TK 15.00 million,
Transmission Charge paid to PGCB : TK 12.05 million,
Total Operating Expenses : TK 25,707,88 million.

Operating Income TK 2,153.82 million,
Non- Operating.Expenses.

Interest on Loans , TK 3,076 98 million.
Loss due to Exchange Rate Fluctuation: TK 3,021.02 million,
Net Non- Operatin!!,ExpeJl5es ' TK 6 098 million.
Net loss :TK,3,944,18million.

Source- Reference [20]

Table 2.14 shows billing and revenue collection ofBPDB for last 10 years, The fib'UreSin

lhe last column of the table suggest that BPDB fails to coHect its due revenue, From lhe

table it can be seen that on the average 12% of the billing amounl is not collected. Had it

been collecled timely, revenue collection in 1999/2000 would have increased by Tk.

3800million, which is close to the operational loss ofTk. 3944 million
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Table 2.14; Billing Rate and Revenue Colledion

Year Billing (iross Billing Gross Colle<: CoHec. as Collectiun.!.." Million Taka Million Taka % ofBi1ling Net gen, %

TKfKwh

1991-92 2.00 12220.56 10484.71 85.80"10 62,41%

1992 93 1.90 13295.91 12080,68 90,86% 73.10%

1993-94 1.89 ]4245.03 11977.10 84.08% 68.84%

1994-95 1.87 15904,83 14271.75 89,73% 74.92%

199596 1.87 17010.70 15582.47 91.60% 77,06%

1996-97 1.96 18740,22 1626611 , 86,80% 73 92%

1997-98 2.07 21204.72 17388.91 82.00% 69,05%

1998-99 2.08 2386243 16475,21 6904% 58.05%

1999-00 2,20 27774.35 22894.46 82.43% 70.70"10

200001 225
~OllrW-Refereo"" [20].
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CHAPTER-03

IPPs (Independent Power Producers) and
Their Operation in Power Sector
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CHAPTER-03
IPPs (Independent Power Producers)and Their Operation in Power Sector

llBrieflJadq,wuod
Aller Liberation war the damaged power installations were rehabilitated with the finance

and help of muhiJateral donors till 1990. Hut the furcign investors were not in favor of

financing in Energy Sector of Bangladesh [13,25] due to its mismanagement and huge

SoLJru..~R"kn:nco 1201

Figure-3.1: Year wise reserve margin.

non-technical losses. However, development in industrial and commercial sector continued

resulting in increased demand of electricity. Naturally the gap between the supply and

demand widened leading to lower and lower reserve margin as can be seen in Figure 3.1.

The power outage was a routine matter due to low reserve margin. According to the power

system Master Plan (PSMP-1995) an investment or us $ 6.6 billion for the power sector
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would have been necessary to meet the demand until 2010. The Government of Bangladesh

realized that this huge investment during this period far exceed the capacity of the public

sector as donors withdrew their financing To meet the balance bctween the demand and

supply only private sector could corne with necessary fund in shorter period. With this

realization government encouraged privatc participation to meet thc growing demand. In

thi, respect GOB fonnulated a private sector power generation policy in 1996 and the !lrst

private sector power plant eame into operation in 12 September 1998.

3.2. Description ofIPPs

Starting from 1998 so far 685MW(2,31 power has been added from the private sector and

960MW more is in the construction stage. Table 3.1 presents the location, capacity and

states of the TPPs in the country. [t can be seen from the table that the total private powcr

gencration in the east zone will bc 1515MW(92%) and only 130MW(8%) will be generated

from west zone The main reason for this unbalanced location is the availability of cheap

natural gas in the East.

Among the total committed generation capability in private sector, 940MW(57%) will bc

by combined cycle technology, the most efficient technology in po'Wer generation. Typical

efficiency of combined cycle plant is about 45% The rest is produced by gas turbine (9%)

and gas/diesel engine (34%) technology.

Almost all the plants were contracted for fifteen year except for AES Meghnaghat and AES

Haripur after the date of full commercial operation. The contract year for AES Meghnaghat

and AES Haripur is 22 years. After the agreed period renewal will be decided by GOB.

IPPs under REB .....-illnot contribute to national grid directly. They will fulfill the demand of

PBSs, so that PBSs become somewhat independent ofBPDB
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Table-3.t: Description of IPh with tariff and capability.

so IPP. Site/LQI:atind Contr:,cted l)'pe of Plant Preoent,. Ca adr.' in MW Statui

lUmIna Po"er
(tJ~,Di=1 (GO), Company Lid GMlpara.Khulna 110 Engmo (19,6,5 In OperationMW< Operaling

(KPCL) withHFO
Wesl,"o"l ce
Power l3aghabari, Slmjb'Onj no (2x 45 MW G.T.) 90MWGTin,
BangJado..:t, Opcrmion
Ltd.

(Ix ~OMW S.T)

G" "'=, (GO)NEee Har;pLtr, ,- Open1mg, Coosortmm "" In operation
Power Ud, Nata.,angonj (8x15 MW) wilh

G.
235 MW GT

'OS Haripur Cc. ""'", "m»ill 3W (Jx235 MW G.T.) Commiss;onin
private Ltd (lxJ25MWS1) ,C.C, "ndc<

conslmclion
AES ce Uuder, Meghnaghal Meghnaghat "" (2xl50MWG.T) conslmction
Ltd. hl50 MW S.T)

"
AES Haripur Haripur 235 ]n Opcrallon
lon,ale Ltd

*RPCL Sharnblmgan1 1411 GT (h 35 MW ln Dpcral;on,
Mvmeos';;"h' G.T), '" Comilla, N,ganj. 30 (3,,~ IOMW 10OpcralionTong; Ca dt\,

•• '" 80 (f:) IOMW U"dcr
Caoac;l\, Construction

Tolal ""l~mllce: lPP Cell," BPDHI
(* :Mixed sector IPP 28% share owned by RED and 72% by PBSs)

3.3. Relationship of IPPs with Public Sector

At present the Ministry ofEncr!,'Y and Mineral Resource controls the Energy Sector. Under

MEMR several organizations work for electricity such as BPDB, DESA, DESCO, PGCB,

!PP. As BPDB buys power from IPPs, they have most interaction with BPDB. lPPs interact

with Power Cell, the think tank of the ministry during contract funnation, negotiation,

finalization and during implementation ofthe contract.

A section within the Commercial Operation division of BPDB called lPP Cell deal with the

IPPs on day-to-uay basis, The cell checks the bill submlned by the !PPs based on the data

from Commercial Operation, System Planning and LDC in Transmission and Distribution

Sector of BPDB. After vetting the bill, IPP Cell forwards il to the invoice committee in

commercial operation division, The invoice committee composed of very senior officers in

commercial operation scrutinizes the bill and forwards it to director finance and member
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finance for their approval. After getting the approval from them the ehainnan of BPDS

approves the invoice for final payment.

Figure 3.2 schematically shows the relationship of TPPs with Power Cell and diffcrent

components of SPDB. IPPs operating under PBSs of REB only deal with the respective

PBS, as they are autonomous bodies within REB. As regards operation planning WC of

BPOS places demand to TPPs with a information to System Planning and IPP Cell.

MEMR

IPPs

•
llPDB

IPP Cdl ill
BPDIl

$::= .
. .----~~>-.,.,-':----,-----------------

SYSlem I Com. Tnmsmission &
Pl~g operallon Dlslnbullon(LOC)
, l- __ ..J
~---------------------------~•

ISource: WP Cell in BPDB]

Information Exehangc Link
Commercial Activity connection
Contractual Activity Link

•--- - -- - --- -- •..
•

Figure-3.2: Relationship and Administrative link with public and private sedor.

3.4. Important Contract Issues

The lPPs operating in Bangladesh can be grouped into two categories, One 'group of IPPs

have high tariff rate while anolher group has low tariff rate. This section is based on the

contracts of, a high tariffIPP and a low tarifflPP. BPDil is operating with the IPPs based

on the agreed tenns and contracts. Major issues related to operation and management of

lPPs vis-a-vis BPDS is noted below.
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3.4.1. Higher Tariff Rate IPPs\8J

The company shall be responsible for generating and stepping up of power to the 132

KV level and the company will arrange interconnection between the plant and neareSI 132

KV grid sub-station through a 132 KV transmission line/cable. The IPPs shall be

responsible for all safety protection for the plant and interconnection line protection, This

cost shall be reimbursed by BPOB relating to interconnection facilities under agreed terms

and condition.
lPPs shall be responsible for design, furnish, construction and install in accordance with

agreed conditions.

The plant commercial operation tests shall be carried out as per the agreement. Upon

satisfactory completion of the plant commercial operation tests, the IPP shall notify BPDB

that the plant conunercial operation date shall occur on the following day, The lPPs shall

also procure a certificate of an independent engineer approved by BPDIl, certifying that the

plant's testing has been completed and thai the plant is available for full commercial

operation and shall provide a copy of such certificate to BPOB by no later than seven (7)

days after the company receive such certificate.

BPDR shall pay to the lPPs the tariff charge in accordance with the agreement for all Nel

Electric Outpul (NED) supplied to the delivery point after the commissioning date and prior

LOthe full commercial operation date.

In the event IPP is unable to undertake the commissioning and/or testing of the plant in

accordance with the programs and procedures as per the agreement due to failure by BPOB

to issue sufficient dispatch instructions for the plant or accept power, BPOB shall pay

liquidated damages to the IPPs at 50''10 plant factor as capacity payment.

BPOB shall issue dispatch instruction consistent with and within the functional

specification. Outage & maintenance has to be taken with prior notice.

A capacity test shall be carried out at least once in a year as per the agreed schedule or if

BPUB reasonably believes that the current guaranteed capacity (GC) does not accurately

reflect the capacity available to BPDD's system, BPOB shall have the right to request one

additional capacily test of the plant,

Between commissioning date and full commercial operation date dispatch shall be at the

discretion of the TPPs.
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TPPs shall have a Fuel stock to operate the plant at the current guaranteed capacity (GC)

for a conlinuous pcriod of30 (Thirty) days al plant factor (Pt) of80%, IfBPDB is unablc to

supply gas, then the IPPs shall be under obligation to continue the operation using liquid

fuel. In this event the FT (Fuel Tariff) portion of the tariff charges shall be calculated as per

the fuel chart based on liquid fuel.

Electricity sold and purchased shall be calculated as per the reading from delivcry point

and all transmission loss before the delivery point shall be for the IPPs accoont and all

transmission losses beyond the delivery point (DP) shall be for BPOB's account,

The !PPs shall within thirty (30) days of the end of each month prepare and issue to

BPOB an invoicc in respect of the tariff charges due from BPDB for that month, TarilT

charge payable by BPDS here under shall be due and payable within forty-five (45) days

after the date of delivery of the invoicc. After the due date BPOB shaH pay the IPPs with

simple interest.

Invoice amounts due to the IPPs will be paid by the BrDB in Bangladeshi Taka at the

exchange rate for purchase of US dollars as on the business day immediately preceding the

date on which payment is made plus commissions and other conversion fees payable by the

company for conversion of such amount to US Dollars.

BPOS may nol terminate this ab'feement as a result of a lPPs event of default as per

agreement without first giving a copy of any notices required to be given to the IPPs.

In the event that upon completion of the plant commercial operation's tesl (a) the

guaranteed capacity (GC) is less than 82% of installed capacity then the TPPs shall pay

BPOB at the rate of US OQlIars 20,000 for each MW by which the guaranteed capacity

(GC) is less than 82% of installed capacity but will not exceed

5 MW or (b) If the guaranteed capacity is less than 77"10 of the installed capacity then BPOS

shall have the right to terminate the agreement and forfeit the performance bond forthwith.

If BPOS fails to buy minimum guaranteed capacity (GC) thcn the minimum b'Uaranteed

paymcnt (payment tor 50% PF) payable 10the IPPs in a monlh will be calculated as per this

3.!,'fCCment.This payment will not include fuel tariff.

If the Force Majure event occurs, resulting in damage 10, or other adverse effect on, the

Plant, the TPPs as soon as reasonably practicable shall submit to RPDB a good faith estimate

of the cost of restoration and a proposed restoration schedule. If the parties cannot agree on

such cost and schedule within thirty (30) days of such submittal, than thc matter shall be

referred to an expert for settlement. If this agreement is not terminated by BPOB as per the
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compensation clause, the IPPs shall be entitled to receive recovery allowance payments

from BPDB to recover fully the difference between the restoration costs incurred and any

Insurance proceeds received by the IPPs as a result of the occurrence of such Force

Majeure
As per the agreement the tariff will be in two parts, one is energy payment and the other

is capacity payment depending on the Net Electric Output (NEO) at the delivery point. Each

IPP have a separate tariff rate depending on plant factor (PF) and fuel burnt. One IFP

follows the following formula, These are-

Operation and Maintenance TarifflOMT),

As per the agreement the 99% of NEO will be calculated in dollar and then it will be

converted to Taka and 1%will be directly calculated in Taka, Fliel tariff will be calcl.llated

as per the rate in PPA (Power Purchase Agreement), The total tariff rate will be the sum of

OMT and FT [8l-

OMT has two parts'

Part I: Dollar Component in Taka.

OW

=(OMT at tariff schedule) X (US Dollar- Taka 'Exchangerate adjustment factor) XO.99

Pan 2 Taka Component,

OMT=(OMT at tariff schedule) X O.oI

rucl Tariff{FT).

FT~ (FT at tariff schedule) X Fuel (gas/diesel) adjllstment factor with base rate.

Tariff Rate = OMT+FT

The detail of the tariff calculation is shown in Annexure C.

In case of any dispute over guaranteed capacity (Ge) or Force Majel.lrecompensation or

liquidated damage etc, the BPOB and IPPs have to select an E1<perteither through mlllual

agreement or through International Chamber of Commerce Center (ICC) to mitigate the

dispute, The duration to mitigate such dispute could be ')0 days. However, it may continue

even longer In case of dispute over b'Uaranteedcapacity (GC) it is not mentioned whether

the [PI's will continue production or not.

For routine testing and maintenance the IPPs are allowed a maxImum of 36 days of

outage in a year with full capacity payment. In case of more than 36 days of outage in a year

duc to a cause disputed by the parties, the matter will be resolved by a mutually agreed

Expert,
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3.4.2. Lower Tariff Rate JPPs(12J

After the Commercial Operations date, the Dependable Capacity shall be tested annually

at times mutually agreed upon by LPPs and BPDB for the Faclilty, provided that such

Dependable Capacity Test shall to the extent possible be conducted within one month after

[he completion ofa scheduled outage,

From and after the commercial operation date, BPDE shall pay to the IPPs, for each

month, Capacity Payment, in accordance with the agreement, for making available the

Dependable Capacity in such month, which shall be calculated by the agreed formula in the

PPA,

From and after the commercial operation date, BPDB shall pay to the IPPs, for each

month, the Energy Payment, in accordance with the agreement, for Net Energy generated

and sllpplied to BPDB, which shall be calculated by the agreed formula in the PPA The

formula for total payment includes capacity payment and energy payment as described

below:

Capacity ~aYll]ent

CP ••••=CPNE ••n + CPE ••n

CPmn= Capacity Payment payable for month "m" of contract year "n" in

Taka.

CPNEmn = Non-Escalable Capacity Payment payable fpr Month "m" of

Contract Year"n" in Taka and calculated as under.

CPE mn = Escalable Capacity Payment payable for Month "m" of

Contract Year "n" in Taka and calculated as under.

(i) Calculation ofCPNE.

CPNEmn = RNECP n X CErn X Dem,

RNECPn = Reference Non-Escalable Capacity Price

CEm = The rate at which Bangladesh Bank sells one dollar in exchange

for Taka, as determined by the Bangladesh Bank in the published

Exchange Rate Bulletin or publication of the Bangladesh Bank, on the

first day of the mOlllh

DCm =Actual rated Dependable Capacity in the month "m",
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,

Energy Payment

EPmn=VOMPmn+ FPmn.

\¥here'

EPn", = Energy Payment payable in Taka for month "m" of Contract year

"n' ,

VOMP",,, = Variable Operation and Maintenance Payment payable in

Taka fur month of contract year "n' and calculated as under.

FPnm = Gas Payment payable in Taka in month .'m' of contract year "fi"

and calculated as under.

(i) Calculation of VOMP.

VOMP"", = Variable Operation and Maintenance Payment payable In

Taka for month .'m" of contract year "n" Rlldcalculated as follows;

VOMP,nn= VOMP(lIS)- + VOMP(TK)nm.

where:

VDMP(US)nm = Foreign Variable Operation and Maintenance Payment

denominated in dollars and payable in Taka for month "m" of contract

year "0",

VOMP(TK}mn = Local Variable Operation and Maimenancc Payment

denominated in Taka and payable in Taka for month "m" of contract year

Total Payment = Capacity Payment +Energy Payment.

If, the result ofa Dependable Capacity Test carried out as per the agreement is below the

Dependable Capacity, the rectification period shall be an eighteen (18) month period

commencing from the day following the dale on which such annual test was carried out,

provided however that if the LPPs has taken reasonable steps 10 restore the Dependable

Capacily equal to or grater than the Threshold Capacity any time prior to the expiry of such

eighteen (18) month period, the rectification period shall be extended for an additional

six(6) month period.

BPDB has to pay to IPPs due to the political unrest termed as Political Force Majeure

Event at commercially reasonable rales upon notice to BPDB,

The lPPs shall be exempted from any imposition of tax on the sale of electricity 10

BPOB
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Where the lPPs maintains its existence as a company incorporated under the laws of

Bangladesh operating exclusively as a power generation company, the TPPs shall,

conunencing on the commercial operations date and continuing until fifteenth (15"')

anniversary of the commercial operation date, be exempt from taxation or withholding tax

in Bangladesh on its income

3.5. Experience of IPPs in Other Couutries

There are many countries in the world where there are lPPs to generate electricity. Most of

the states in America allow TPPs to create a competitive market. Many states opted for

absolutely free market of ele~1ricity while many others were more conservative. The

experience of California where blackout became common in recent years is mainly

attributed to free marketing of electricity,

Tnthe UK, the power sector was with the government for long time On I" April 1990 [24),

the electricity supply industry for England and Wales was fundamentally refonned. Prior to

that, a national owned company, the Central Electricity Generation Board (CEGB), which

had a virtual monopoly of generation and owned and operated the national high-voltage

transmission system, had dominated the industry Twelve regionally hased companies, also

owned by central government and then known as Area Boards, operated the local low-

voltage distribution system and supplied electricity to final consumers, reading meters and

sending out bills.
While the refonns that took place are generally referred to in Britain as privatization, they

actually comprised a number of distinct and separate changes. The basic philosophy was to

separate, or deintegrate the industry into four main component parts-generation, supply,

transmission, and distribution, The activity of generation and high-voltage transmission are

easily understood, hut the idea that distribution and supply could be separate activity is less

familiar. Distribution covers the operation of the low-voltage distribution system while

supply is the commercial activity of purchasing power and selling it to consumers, It was

believed that generation and supply could be made competitive, while transmission and

distribution were natural monopolies. In the new structure, competitive procedures were

introduced tor generation and supply and the barriers to entry for new companies

minimized. For transmission and distribution, a new system of regulation was introduced,

designed to provide strong incentives for the companies operating the monopolies to

improve their efficiency, passing on many of the benefits to consumers,
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In short therefore, the reforms comprised four main elements: privatization; restructuring

and de-integration; the introduction of competition in generation and supply; and the

creation of a new body for economic regl.llation.

In lndia, the power generation, transmission and distribution were mainly done by state

government agencies Some major power stations are owned by the central government

organizations, In recent years Maharastra State Electricity Board allowed an American

Company to establish a power plant at Dabhol. The contract price per kwh appeared to be

very high and eventually the power purchasc agreement was not honoured and the case

ended up in the court

Every country that has mentioned in privatization of electricity generation, transmission,

and distribution system has strong regulatory authority. Without such strong authority

privatization and perfect competition leads to chaos and inefficiency as happened in the

state ofCa1ifornia in the USA

3.6. Impacts of IPPs

3.6.1. ReJief of Power Shorlage.

Independent Power Producers started generating power for the country when therc was

acute shortage of power. Because of the funding constraint from the donor agencies the

government was also not in a position to establish power plants with cash money However,

allowing IFPs to generate power and buying electricity from them was not all blessings. We

have seen the burden on BPDB due to payment of electricity. Strategically BPDR is

becoming dependent for power from the lPPs Also, the price paid by BPDB for the

electricity is not the lowest, On the other hand, considering the importance orthe electricity

in economic development it is difficult 10 say explicitly whether IPPs are good or bad for

the country, Without resolving the debate it is possible to say that electricity from lPPs were

helpful to meet the acute shortage of power The country at least meets the major part of the

demand (17.10%) from the agriculture and the industry sector, Apart from that the lPPs

have brought in state-of-the-art technologies and had some role in transferring the

technologies. The next section describes this contribution,

3.6.2. T~hnology Transfer from IPPs

Private power generating companies purchased plant & machinery from France, Ciermany,

& some other technically developed countries. These are technologically new, efficient and
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sound, and are in good operational condition The efficiency is more than that of

comparable BPDB plants. Most of the plants have capability to deliver maximum powcr at

30-60 degrce Celsius ambient temperature, These plants are state-of-the-art technologies for

power generation, Some of them come with distributed control system, very advance

combnstion control and emission system, One of the power plant has remote operational

logging even outside the country, These plants were installed and commissioned by foreign

technicians and consultants in association with trained local engineers and technicians, An

the companies recruited local engineers and technicians to take over operation of the plants,

They were provided training on specific areas. The training programmes were carried out in

different stages,

Pre:Commi:»i,ming Training.

Before installation of the plant, most of the companies recruit few expericnced engineers

and tedmicians They were trained by the Original Equipment Manufacturing

(OEM)companies on specific technologies likc Generator, Gas turbine, Sub-Station &

Switchgears, Transformer, These trainings were imparted at the OEM plant site where

assembling/manufacturing of the plant items were done,

Commi.~.~ioningTraining,

The engineers, consultant and technicians from foreign countries along with trained local

engineers or technicians installed and commissioned the plants. During this operations the

local people received another on-site, hands-on training, This mode of training is very

effective because foreign and local people work in a team and there is always scope for

learning. It may be mentioned that installing and commissioning a plant is a very unique

opportunity to learn about the plant from scratch This experience is invaluable and useful

for subsequent operation and maintenance of the plant.

Operation and Maintenanu training.

The company who supplied/assembled the plant machinery usually provide routine

operational and maintenance training which was the part of the agreement with the

company. Other than these, companies by their own arrangement provide operational and
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maintenance training to its staff to run the plant smoothly. In some cases the supplying

company operate the plant for certain period and gradually hand-over the responsibility to

plant O&M staff within an agreed time period. Some of the plant has separate O&M

Company. But most of the supplying companies provide maintenance and ;ervicing during

agreed warranty period

On Job Training"

To meet the future demands and get new professional engineer and technician these private

companies recruit engineers and technicians with relatively less experience or without

experience. The companies provide training to them while working with expert people This

mode of/raining is also effective. Discussion with plant management revealed that, they got

very good engineers through such training programme.

TechnieuJ Help from Supplving Company.

The supplying companies, of course, help the lPPs to mn the machinery within warranty

period and also after warranty period due 10business strategy. This is often done when local

agents fail to solve the problem. During this kind of technical assistance local engineers

learn the techniques.

Observation on Techrwlngr transfer from IPPs.

Technology transfer is multistage process In case of power plant technology there could be

five stages as shown in figure 4.2
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I Operation r :> Operation! Operation!
MaintcDlUlC Adjustment

Stage - I Stage-2 Stage - 3

Operation! c::> Invention
Modification

Stage-4 Stage - 5

Figurc.4.2: Stilges ofTecbnology Development.

Transition from one stage to another is in fact the transition of the knowledge and skill of

the people involved in the process. In this aspect, the training prognmunes and the ways

these were carried out proved to be very enective. The IPPs are operating for only fuur

years. It is still early to see whether these trainings can deliver at stage three and upwards.

However, discussion with trained people conveyed the massage that they are confident to

carry out stage three activities.

3.6.3. Potential Adverse Impact ofIPPs

Availability of electric power IS a very important issue for the national development.

Presently IPPs can be established with J 00% foreign ownership. Without very strict

regulatory body and anti-monopoly law, the country may becomc higWy dependent on the

IPPs rOTJXlweTvital to the nation. IPPs may try to choose their technology irrespective of

the demand pattern in the country. They are also likely to exploit different benefit scheme

without much contribution to local value addition.
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CI-JAPTER-04

Electric Power Management with IPPs in
the System of Bangladesh.
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CHAPTER-Q4

Electric Power Management with IPPs in the system of
Bangladesh.

4.1. introduction

Bangladesh needs 10 achieve and sustain an annual electric growth rate of 8-10% to meet

the demand of electricity in the period of 2001-2007. But due to non- availability of fund

Bangladesh had to go for privatization in 1998. Before that BPDB was the only organization

in generation and transmission of Electric Power in the Country, Tn the distribution sector

DESA and PBS, were in uperation along with BPDE. Until 1998, the management of

generation and transmission of electric power was monopolistic With the introduction of

lPPs and PGCS the electric po'Wer system management has become a multi-party business

with 101 of communication, co-ordination and alliance maintenance, As an umbrella

organi.lalion BPDB has 10manage different entities on technical a, well as strategic fronts.

As a result, management of the system has become non-linear and complicated.

4.2. Growth of Demand and Generation and the Role ofTPPs

The power system master plan projected in 1995 that the demand in FY 2007 will be

6071 MW [3] and demand in FY2015 will 11,439MW. These growth plans warrant 10 pcr

cent increase in 2007-2015 period, Planned generation capacity in FY2007 by BPDB will

he 5693MW and by JPPs 2050MW resulting in total capacity of 7743MW, This will

provide 28% reserve margin in 2007. To meet the demand in 2007 as estimated in the

PSMP-1995 (6071MW) new generation capacity must be added during 200 1-2007 period, It

is planned that during this period BPOB will add 3000MW [J I and new and old IPPs

combine will have 26.5% of the total generation capacity of the >y~tem. This share orIPPs

is less than the reserve margin of the system. Strategically, keeping the combine WPs

capacity within reserve margin is important Othcrwise their combine capacity might dictatc

the management of the system. It is also expected that WPs will come with most efficient

technology i.e, combine cycle plant. BPDB is also likely 10 procure similar type of

technology. In such situation there will be competition for the base load The load pattern in

Bangladesh is not uniform through the day and night. The load pattern varies between the

day and night. The maximum demand occurs during the evening hours tenned as 'peak

hours'. The extent of this variation is measured in terms ofJoad factor, which is the ratio uf
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average and maximum dcmands. For economic reasons, it is desirable to have a high load

factor, as this would permit better utilization of plant capacity. The cost of energy supply

during peak hours is high as some relatively less efficient machines are also added for a

short duration during peak hours.

Typical Daily Load Curve
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Figure-4.1: A Typical Daily Load Curve in Summer Season

It is seen from the present load curve in figure 4.1, that the average base load is 2150M'iV,

which is 70% ofthc maximum demand. !fwe assume tbat the characteristics of the daily

load curve will be similar in FY2007 then the base load demand will be 4249.7MW. If IPPs

will have combine cycle plants they will prefer continuous load. In such situation IPPs share

of thc base load will be 56% leaving 1592MW for BPDB, which will be only 25% of its

generation capacity of 5693MW. This will not be a desired situation. The load sharing

between the IPPs and BPDfl is thus a question of choice oftcchnology also. It is probably

wisc to workout a long.teon load sharing strategy based on which BPDfl and IPPs will

procure generation technology. This long-teon load sharing strategy must also consider the

cost-minimization aspect of generation of electricity.
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4.3 . .lIinancia! Management,

Financial position uf BPOB was going Ii-om bad to 'Worse. The situation further worsened

after the introdul,,1ion ofIPPs in the system Table 4.1 shows the nelloss of BPOB for tour

years of which first two years there were no financial transaction with IPPs.

Table 4.1: Actnal Lo~s in .Four Financial Years.

YEAR LOSS.cCrore Taka)

1996-97 125.86

1997-98 8248

1998-99 320.40

1999-00 394 41

From financial reports it has been observed in Section 2.4 that causes of main loss are

f1uctuation of exchange rale and interest on loan, which termed as unavoidable non-

technical loss. In terms of cost and revenue also BPOS is at disadvantage, BPOR at present

sells clectricity to its bulk customer, REB at Tk.1 ,84JKwh and DESA at Tk. L91fKwh. The

average generation cost of BPOB (Including IPP) is Tk. 1.711Kwh. The transmission and

distribution cost is TkO.914/Kwh, So, the total cost is about Tk 2.624/Kwh, It is clearly

evident that BPDB loses at least Tk.0.7JlKwh for 75% of its output consumed by OESA

and REB, On top of that, collection to generation ratio is 69 to 70% meaning BPOB is

borrowing money to feed DESA and other bulk costomers, Due to this BPDB could not pay

to gas and oil company for its oil and gas. At present BPOS cannot pay to lPPs for its

electricity. The interest on loan aIld payment increasing more and more. This results in the

liquidity Problem of BPOS Financial problem of BPDB may be addressed in number of

ways. These are'

L Reducing generation cost by optimum mix with lPP and BPDB.

n, Revising tariff struClLlreon profit basis

UL Reducing system loss from present level to standard leveL

IV Improving cash flow

Discussion on all these issues except the first one is beyond the scope of the present study,

4.4. Generation Mix Bl"tween BPDB and Tl'Ps

As per the agreement GOB has many buying options from TPPs. Thus BPDB can assess

dilfereut generation mix ror cost minimization. In this study few probable options withiu the
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bound of power purchase agreements are analyzed. Bounds of the PPAs are basically

constraints of the optimization problem Following arc the contractual constraints from the

PPAs'

'- GOB has to pay for a minimum amount of power whether it takes the power or

not.

11. GOB has to buy the power from each IPP at different rate at different plant

factor.

lll, The payment has to be made in US dollar at CUTTentexchange rate,

IV BPDB has to pay lPPs on the basis of an agreed price formula.

Thc subsequent financial analyses are the expected demand in FY 2007 as projected by

PSMP-1995. Different situation termed as options are considered. The adjustment factor for

exchange rate is taken to be I 7 based on the trend of last 20 years Similarly adjustment

factor for gas price is taken to be 2.33 based on the trend of past changes, In these financial

analyses twu kinds of lPPs are considered, one with higher tariff rate and the other with

other with lower tariff rate. The maximum plant factor in FY2007 is taken to be 80%. Table

42 shows the unit price for different generation mix options The detail calculation of unit

price of power for different options is shown in Annexure "0". Different options considered

are as below:

ODtion-l: Maximum power ITomIPPs and rest from BPOB.

In this case IPPs are allowed to prodllCe its maximum capacity (80"IoPF) and remaining part

should be fulfilled by BPOS.

Option-2: Contracted minimum from IPPs and the rcst from BPOB

rPPs are allowed to produce the minimum contracted capacity (50%pFfor higher rate IPPs

and capacity payment for low rate !PPs) and the remaining pan from BPOB. (I! may be

mentioned here that lPPs must be paid at least 50% of their plant factor capacity even if

BPDS buys less than 50"10)

Option-3: Sharing on the basis of the past experience.

Experience of generation sharing for last 4 years shows that lrPs are allowed to generate

power at 60-65% PF. In this option it is assumed that similar sharing will continue in

FY2007 and as such 65% PF for IPPs is considered.

Option-4: Special strategic consideration.
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Under this Option, if IPPs of higher tariffmte are allowed only capacity payment as per the

contracted bond and [PPs of lower tantI rate will be allowed to operate at its maximum

generation capacity then BPOB will have better advantage on strategic management.

[n these analyses the total load is divided into base load and peak load, Both hase load and

peak load are shared according to the options. The analysis is done for total projected

demand of6071MW in 2007 by PSMP-1995, This demand is considered as the maximum

in the year The calculation is done for a 31-day month, The IPPs under the PBSs are not

considered in the analysis, Generation cost of BPOB is the trend extrapolation of past cost

data, which is TK 2401Kwh.

From the analyses it is evident from Table 42 that the overall tarilT rate in Option-I is

lowest (TK, 2,24) but the total power generation capability in the base and peak load fur the

TPPs are 80"10 of its generation capacity while the utilii'ation of the plants ofBPDB will vary

both in the base load and in the peak load hOUT.Table 4,2 shows the base and peak demand

met by BPOB plants are 2640MW and 4437MW respectively which is 46% and 77% of its

installed capacity (5693MW) It is evident from this options that IPPs are loaded to 80'% pI'

their installed capacity at all times while slightly less than 50% of BPOS generation

capacity will be idle dutiog the base load period

Option 3 provides the next low cost arrangement, which is Tk.2.39/kwh In this option lPPs

are ron at 65% PF at most At least 51% ofDPDB capacity will be utilized duting the base -

load period and 83% dUling peak load period,

Option-4 results in highest tariff, which is Tk. 0.28/kwh higher than the lowest option But

this option provides a strategic advantage. In this option BPDB will be able to maneuver

,vith the lPPs within the bounds of the contracts,
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Table 4.2: Unit generation cost for various generations mix options.

Options Load Unit Cost from IPPs Load Unit Cost Weighted I
Sharing with Higher Tariff Sharing from IPPs Average

(Base load rate (Peak with Lower Unit Cost

-70%, load- Tariff Rate For the

4192MW Liquid G" 5989MW Whole

in 2007 Fuel in 2007 System

(TklKwh)

Option.l IPP-1552 IPP-4.!lO IPP-3.6M IPP-1552 IPp.O.84 224
5S()MW ror high BPDfi-2640 BPOB-lAO BPDB-2AO BPDB-4437 BPDB-240

rJle lPP,

&972MW ,,,
low mt. IPP"

Option.2 lPP-970 IPP-4.94 JPP-4,53 IPP-970 lPP-1.39 2.42

362.5MW ,,, BPDB-3222 BPDB-lAO BPOB_2AO BPDB-5019 BPDB-2.40

Illgh ralc IPP, &

6t17,5MW ,,,
10\, mle !PPS.

00tioo.3 IPP-1261 IPP-487 IPP-3.S2 IPP.1261 IPP 1.59 2,39

7~7MW fo, high RPDB-2931 BPDB-lAO BPOB_2,40 I:IPDB-4728 BPDB-2.40

.<0 W"" &

790MW ror low
role IPP,-

OptiOD.4 IPP-12IS ,w- IPP_2.62 IPP-llIS lPP-L76 2,52

NilMW for high BPDB- IlPDB_2,4t1 BPDB.2.40 BPDB-4774 BPDB-2.40

mte ~""& 2977.

1215M\V for low
mle IPF!;
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4.5. Strategic Management of Power with IPPs.

At prese~t BPDB and lPPs power production ratio as on June 2001 is 82.90% & 17.10%

respectively, The rescrve margin allhat time was 13%, which is not sufiieient to meet the

power demand and maintenance of the plants with schedule outage. According to the

PSMP, planned future power generation capacity in the year 2007 will be

5693MW(73.S2%) by BPDS and 20S0MW(26,48%) by the lPPs The projected demand at

thattime will be 6071:MW, which ensures a reserve margin of28%.lixperience from power

generation industry suggests that around 30"10 reserve margin is good enough for a system to

carry oul rCl,'Ularmaintenance of the plants, However, this reserve margin is obtained by

taking lPPs capacity in consideration. Strategically BPDB becomes dependant on the lPPs

for its regular maintenance The reserve margin and the share of IFPs in lhe power s~stell1

are lwo strategic figures for an autonomous system like ours, Since the generation capacity

for the reserve margin will be at BPDB's hand, it will be in a comfortable position to stand

any pressure from the lPPs as long as their combined capacity is less than the reserve

margm.

REB covers the distribution in rural areas and some industrial areas like Narayangonj, Savar

etc. They have 25 per cent business on distribution seclor of the power system, Recenlly

REB is installing IOMW capacity power stations with an aim to become independent PBSs,

Bur the basis ofthis independency is not known and strategy is also not known. Ifthe PBSs

become independent in the long-run, then BPDS wjJJ have to reiterate its development plan

Il may be menlioned here that at pre,ent, PBSs combined distribute about 25% of the lotal

ge~eration ofthe country.
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CHAPTER-1J5

Summary and Conclusion

5.1 SummaI'}"

In this study the generation of electric power and its management has been discussed

Bangladesh Power Development Board used to be the only organization with mandate to

generate power for sale until 1996 Due to continuous shortage of power and govcrnmenfs

inability to set up new generating station, it was decided by the government in 1996 that

private companies will be allowed to generate power and sells it to BrDS llPDB will

transmit the power and sen it to existing regional and mral power distribution authorities In

1998 the first private sector power plant came into operation. Since then five more private

power plants were added in the generation fleet. Organizational refonn also look place

within BPDB during this period The ~1udy aimed at looking into the effect of all thcse

changes specially the effect of private power producers (IPPs) on the management of

electric power in the country

l1istorical1y, BPUB used to generate, transmit and distribute electric power in the country,

Still BPOB is involved with all these stages of the business. With the introduction orIPPs,

DESA, DESCO, PBSs of REB and PGCB the role of BPOB has diminished but its

importance has remained the same because of its key position as a dcfacto regulator,

Therefore, 10 study the power management system in Bangladesh one cannot avoid the

study of the operation and management ofBPOD

5.1.1. Operation and Management ofBPDB

The main points observed in the Operation and Maintenance ofBPDB are lisled below,

L Due to availability of indigenous fuel (Natural gas) 87.23% of generation

capacity located in the east of river lamuna,

n, 10.33% of generation capacity ofBPDB already crossed their economic life and

another 15% will be past their economic life by 2007.

UI. Overall efficiency of BPOB plants is 31.63%. However, many plants have

efficiency between 12%-]8%.
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IV. The yearly growth ratc of generating capacity ofBPDB during 1989/90- 1997/98

was about 4%. After this period there were no addition of generating capacity

under BPDB management.

To improve their cost of operation BrOB introduced new system in generatlun

and distribution system It created separate business unit both in generation and

distribution tenned as Strategic Business Unils (SBU).

In generation, existing Haripur 360MW power station was converted to a SEU

with almost 80% of total financial and administrative powers to PMB (Plant

Management Board) in respect to material, equipment, machinery, service and

human resources This provided a good degree of autonomy to the management

of the plant. The result was for the better Targeted goals has been achieved by

SBU-HPS within one year.

Vll. In distribution, existing Jamalpur and Shcrpur distribution division was

converted to two separate SBU with a view to improve financial condition as

well quality of service and reduce system loss. Thcse SBUs were given certain

degree of autonomy in respect of target setting incentive/penalty scheme etc

After the first phase the result from SBU was quite encouraging.

V111 BPDn has handed over part of the transmission network 10 a newly created

company called PGCB in July 1997. PGCB charges Tk.O.17lKwh wheeling

charge
IX. PGCB is going to take over the whole transmission network by December 2002.

PGCB will be the sole authority for the development and operation of

transmission system.

BrOB is still responsible for 25% of total power distribution. In the long term

REB is supposed to take over the task of distribution in rural areas, In medium

term BPDO will continue to distribute power in the district towns.

As a distribution organization PBSs are doing betler than DESA or BPDB Thc

formation of SBDs in the BrOB distribution system is similar to operation and

maintenance ofPBSs but PBSs are more autonomous.

xu. Average BrOS consumer growth per year is 5.95%.

XIll. The combined net system loss of DESA and BPDB as technical, non-technical

and others in 1999-2000 was 36% and overall collection has been around 80% of

billing. The overall collection to generation ratio has been only around 69"/0 The
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individual system lass af BPOB was 27%, DESA 2965%, DESCO 32% and

REB 16.24%

5.1.2. TPPs (Independent Power Producers) and their Operation in Power Sector.

The key features afthe IPPs and their aperatian in pDwer sectar has been described below:

1. Accarding ta PSMP-1995, ,t is projected that the investment rcquired tD meet Ihe

power demand in 2010 will be a abaut US$ af 6,6 hillian which will be huge

amount far the GDvernment afBangladesh investment pal1faliu,

II. Reali7ing the shart fall af fund, gavernment allawed private sectDr power

generatiQn. First private sectar power came inta apenrtian in 12 September 1998,

III. Starting fram 1998, so far 685MW has been added from the private sectar and

960MW mare is in construetian stage. Mast of the generation plants are laeated

in the East zane due ta availability of cheap natural gas.

IV. Mast af the lPP plants are state--of tbe-art technolQgy i.e. cambine cycle

technalagy.

v, The efficiency orthis type of technology is abaut 45%.

VI IPP plants have modem automatian and cantra! system including distributed

control system,

VII. One of the plants has combustion technQlogy OLN (dry law nox) which is

environment friendly.

VI''- REB started installing small power station af IOMW capacity in their PBSs, with

an aim ta become independent PBSs.

lX, ,{PPs are operating in power sector under Power Purchase Agreement (PPA),

Initially the IFPs were contracted at higher tariff charge ta BPOR (Tk.3.68/Kwh)

but later Qn contracts were signed with IPPs III a much lower tariff

(Tk.O 841Kwh)

x The contracts are mostly in favar afIPPs far its operation and finance.

x,- BPOS has a binding to supply gas ta the private power plants

xu. Payment ta the IPPs is calculated as per the formula agreed In PPAs and

payment will be made in foreign currency (Dollar),

Xlll. EPDB has to buy at least 50% PF equivalent afpawer fram the higher tariff rate

[PPs, HQwever, if BPDS buys less than that it has to pay OMT for 50% PE and
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fuel charges. For the lower tariff rate IPPs the payment formula is similar for

such buying situation.

XIV, If any dispute arise regarding capacity, Force Majurie event, and liquidated

damage event between lPPs and BPDB then it require minimum 22 month time

for higher rate IPPs and 90 days for lower rate lPPs to settle the dispute during

this period payment will be decided by consultant or third party

xv. IPPs are exempted from VAT, TAX, Custom Duties and income tax on sale of

electricity.

5.1.3. Electric Power Management with IPPs in the System of Bangladesh.

The key features of the electric power management with ll'Ps in the system of Bangladesh

in power sector has been described below:

1. According to PSMP-1995, the demand in 2007 will be 6071MW and demand in

2015 will be It,439MW The capacity planned to install by 2007 is 7743MW, of

which BPDB will have 4593MW capacity and IPPs will have

2050MW(including IIOMW from tPPs ofPBSs).

11 ll'P generate power and sell it to BPOB They arc not involved in transmission

and distribution management of the system. Transmission, load dispatch and

distribution are still regulated by BPDB.

lll, Some of the IPPs specially those contracted in the t,rst-round have tariff rate

even higher than BPDB production cost,

lV According to present development plan thc reserve margin will be 28% in 2007

The share ofIPPs generation at that time will be 26.5%

Some IPPs came with most e/lkient technology i.e combine cycle technology

which is more suitable for base.load operation.

In the load pattern of Bangladesh the base load is 7(J'1o of the peak load and the

peak load lasts for only 6 hour.

VII. At prescnt IPPs are allowed about 30% of the base load which is about 60-65%

of their combined capacity.

Vlll The production cost per Imit generation in peak hour is more because relatively

less efficient machines come into production during peak hour,

IX. BPOB sells electricity to its hulk consumer likc DESA at price lower than its

generation cost. As a result BPOB is losing huge amount of money every year.
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The loss ofBPDB further compounded because of the exchange rate fluctuation

cuver in the payment oflPPs and other loan obligations.

Xl. Unit cost for different generation mix options was calculated and it was found

that Option-! 'Which allows 80% PF operation of the LPP plants provides the

lowest unit cost (Tk 2.24/Kwh).

xll However, Option-I is strategically not very attractivc as this would allow about

37"10 of the total load which is more than the reserve margin of 28% In that

consideration Option-4 is better but costly (Tk,2 52/Kwh),

x111. lPP plants have state-of-the-art technologies. Most of their employees are from

Bangladesh

XlV. They have well planned and effcctive training program for their human rcsources

which is an important factor of technology transfer

xv, IPPs have developed good local capacity. They have achieved operation and

routine maintenance capacity. In some cases they have developed capability to

adjust technologies to local requirement.

5.2. Conclusion

Independent power prodl.lcers started delivering power to the power market at a time when

BrDB or for that matter the government was unable to setl.lP new plants to add electric

power in the national grid. Introduction oflPPs has affected the power system managcment

ill different ways These are as below;

'- LPPs provided power to the grid when there was a huge demand -supply gap and

thus provided some relief to the power system management,

JJ rPPs brought in state-of-the-arIlechnologies in the country and developed local

capacity fur operation and maintenance.

m Some ofthe IPPs showed that electric power could be produced at a much lower

cost. These examples probably led BPDB to think over its prodllction cost and

fonnation of SBU power plants and distribution units This new method of

managing by delegation of power and responsibility IS likely to improve thc

operational efficiency ofBPDB.

IV, In generation lPPs are increasingly having a greater role. BPDB still generates a

major part of the power production With power demand growing, the role of
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BPDB as a major player should continue for strategic reasons. Present share of

IPPs is strategically comfortable.
v Privatization of power generation, transmission and distribution in other

countries of the world has mixed results, Evidence of carlel and consequent

adverse impact on power management even in developed countries should be

considered seriously for developing countries like Bangladesh

\~ In almost all countries power system is strongly re.\,'lllatedto avoid cartel or

monopoly Bangladesh lacks appropriate anti-monopoly laws and reb'lllations.

Therefore, any private participation in power system of the country must be

regulated very strongly

5.3. Rocommendation

The following recommendation can bc made from the study:

Contracts of Higher tariff rate IPPs may be reviewed in terms of tariff, contract

duration, technology etc.

n. The private-public role of power generation should not exceed 1,3 ratio.

111. Production cost minimization by optimum allocation to different generating

stations should be followed. In this regard, an optimum allocation strategy can

be followed with the aid of suitable computer program

IV Strategic Business Unit methodology of BPOB should be continued and

expanded to delegate authority and responsibility. This should lead to better

operational efficiency ofBPDB.

The study did not assess the effect of setting up power plants by BPOS by

borrowing money from international source at oonunercial rate. A study may be

taken to determine the financial implication for such strategy vis-a-vis the

strategy of allowing IPPs in the system
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CIA (Rony House), Dhaka, Bangladesh (Personal contact)
32) Mr Mizanur Rahman, Deputy Director, SY':!temPlanning, BPOB, Motijhiecl CIA,
Dhaka, Bangladesh (personal contact).
33) Mr. Engr Md, Shamsul Hasan Miah, Deputy Director (Xen), !PI' Cell in BPOB,
Motijhieel CIA (Rony House), Dhaka, Bangladesh (Personal contact).
34) Lt Col Rafiqul Hasan (Rtd), General Manager, United Summit Comilla Power Ltd.
Summit Center (9th Floor), Kawran Buar CIA, Dhaka, Bangladesh (Personal contact),
35) Engr Md Abdm RoufMiah Assistant Director, Power cell, Ministry of Energy and
Mineral Resources, BTMC Bhabna (7th Floor). Kawran Bazar, Dhaka, Bangladesh
(Personal contad)
36) Engr Md Rafiqul Islam, Assistant Director (Technical), Power cell, Ministry of Energy
and Mineral Resources, RTMC Bhabna ( 7th Floor), Kawran Hazar, Dhaka, Bangladesh.
(Personal comact).
37) Latifa A Iahlfn, Assistant Director (Tarill), Power cell, Ministry of Energy and Mineral
Resources, BTMC Bhabna (7th Floor), Kawran Bazar, Dhaka, Bangladesh (personal
contact).
38) Engr. Tofael Ahmcd, Technical Officer, RPCL, House No. 78, Road No, I J/A.
Dhanmondi RIA, Dhaka (Personal contact).
39) Engr A K. M. Firoz, MElA, Manager (Transmission Line Design), PGCB Ltd.
Red Cre,cent Concord Tower, 17, Mohakhali CIA (6'" t10OT),Dhaka (personal contact)
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Anuuer C to Chapter-04 to
M.Engg. Thesis

Sample Tariff Calculation

Invoice for the Month ofMay-2001

The Bangladesh Power Development Board

WAPDA Building
Motijheel CfA
Dhaka 1000
Bangladesh

Invoice No : 33 (KPCLfFCODf2001fMay)
Invoice Date, 04- June 2001

Monthly Plant Factor

NEO (Net Electrical OUlpUt) for the Month, kWh.
Guarant~d Capacity (GC). MW
Number of Hours in thc MoRth
Monthly .Plant Factor

A. OMT Payml"ut

38,793,200
110
744

47.40127%

OM! AdJw:tment(limn &h 5 Port E, TK = O'MT adj"",c-d~Ex mt. currellt1Fx mtebase >!J 99
~ 1.6) 19121lOO• (57.5/42 G12) • 0 99 = 2, 181Ki57f1--j()TK

OMI lili (lMn Sell j, Part F) 11;

Towl OMT 1"'1",,,,,,t Tal:.

Mmimum T",,[[Pa)'lIlCIl' rMEP)

= OMT.diUSled 'II O! ~0016J19120 1"1<

~OMT .djn'ilw+OM I I'aka) , NEO = S5.2C14.459ti6 TK

M(;t; ~GC(kW).llour,inmonth'05
pi, ~ Huur,t""l", pOI Soh4 l'art B ofPPA
MJ-,I'(MEI'-O if MPF> 50%n~(OM!' Ad] + OM'I tkt m;n(MGFA<EO.Ph'GC')

= 40,920,000 (ll)
)69.20

~4PI,25U2'IK

OMJ CHARGE, laka = OMI P"llllCIrt+ Mu\inmm I""If!'''}",ent= 89,875,712 48 TK

E, FTCHARGE

IT (From&;hcdnlcj of PPA),Taka = 0 935291TK

IT AdjnSlcd (rOt CllITCJltfuel pnce)= FT * FPnf FPh = n,935292 "ltl,4'JOn8833 = 2.175H126~
(PI. ''''' Hllachmcng2) 4,51()()()()Oll 451 (10(1000

FT Cbarge,Taka = FT Adjuslcd"NED--2.179128 =!>1-.392,71398 IX
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Appendix -1 to
Annuure-C

Extnct from Sehedol-5 of PPA
Khulna Power Commmv Ltd

1. Dart Aj Tariff on Li(!uid Fuel

Period of Rate oftarilf in US $fkwh Rate of tariff in TkJkWh
Power for monthl . "lam factor for monthlv plant factor
Purchase 50% 60% 70% 80% 50% 60% 70% 80%
l~ Year IT ml~49 (121949 ,02194\1 .021949 .935291 935291 .935291 .935291
(Bnsc
Year) OMT .38297 ,037471 .036868 .36HO 1.631912 1.5%714 U7](119 1548094

, y= O~ 038297 .037471 .036868 ,036330 L6Jl~12 I 596714 I 571019 1.S41lO94

rYear O~ ,1138297 .037471 .oJ6868 036330 16.11912 15%7H 1 571019 I 548094

4'Yc;]T OMT .038297 .037471 .036868 ,1136330 l.f>J1912 I 5%714 1.571019 1 54>1094

5' Year OMT .038297 JI37Hl .036868 .036»11 1.6>1912 1.5%714 j 571019 1.548094

,y= OMT ,0]8297 .037471 ,1136868 .036330 1.631912 '.5%714 I m019 1548094

7 'Year OMT ,038297 .037471 .036868 ,036330 1.631912 1 ,<>(,714 1.571019 1.541>1)~4

" y~,OM' .038297 ,017-1-71 036868 03G330 1.631912 1.5%714 1.571019 1.518094

9'Ycar OMT .038297 ,037471 .036868 03G330 1 (,11912 1 59671'1 1.5711119 1 548094

III 'Year OMT .038297 037471 ,IU6R6K .036330 I 631912 1.596711 U71O]~ 1.548lJ94

~y~
OMT .038297 ,037471 1136868 .036330 1631912 LS96714 l.57)(119 1.548094

12 Yo"" OMT .038297 ,1137471 .036868 .036330 I ~)1912 1.596714 j 571019 l.54MIl94

" y~ OMT 038297 ,0.,7471 .l136M8 036330 1 (,.11912 1 596714 1.571019 1.541W94

H y- OMT ,03R297 .037471 .036868 .036330 16.11912 . 1.596714 1 571019 I.5-l~1I'I4

" y~ OMT ,038297 .0,7471 .036868 036330 U,31912 1596714 1571019 1 548094

FT ~ The price Component 00 account of the cost ofFllcJ per kWh of energy generated.
This must be commenSL1ratewith the Heat Rate specified in Schedule I.
OM"!= Thc price component nn account ofal! other costs inclL1dingprofit per kWh of
energy supplied at the Delivery Point.
30th 1'"1' and ONIT togelher will constitu!ethe tariff per kWh ofNe! Electrical OU!pL1t
, delivered 10 the Delivery Point,
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ADpend;, -2 10
Annexure -e

"[dract from Sehedul-5 of PPA
Khul"a Power Company Ltd

1. Dart Aj Tariff on Natural Gas as Fuel

TariITSchedule on the basis ofNalu",! Gas as Fuel

Period Tariffin US S!kWh Tariffin TKIkWh
for Monthlv Plaut factor for Month!" Plant factor
50% 60"10 70% 80% 50% 60% 70% 80%

j" Year v1' 0.01060 O,O106() 001060 0,010(,0 0.45169 0.45169 0.45169 O.4516Y

(&<
OMT 16zn8 J.j46H2Year) 003820 0.03740 O.l13540 003630 1.59369 1 50846

" y= IT ll,(~)!\(KI O.OOSOO 0.00800 O,(K)lI(X) o ]40')1) 034090 OM~ o J..10,)()

2"" Year A"" (I,mI(X) 0.02630 O,02J50 IU)1710 l.J6158 1.12070 091616 0,73293

'; \0 15 IT 001060 0.01060 OJ)1U60 001060 11451(,9 045169 0.45169 045169
th Yc;oc
3" Year OM' 004900 11,042411 1103220 003320 2.08799 J 80675 1.-'7211 141472

4' Year O~ o IJ5100 0.04420 ll.036l1fi O,OJ410 2,17321 I 88.145 I 57068 1.45733

; y= OM' O,053IX) IHl4600 0.03686 0,0,550 2.25&44 1 96015 1.57U6H 1 5127.1

6'YC<l< OMY 0.05490 o 0473U O,1I36116 0.03620 2.33'140 2.01555 1 57068 U4255

7'Ycu< OMT 0.5680 004870 1I,03G!\(, 0.03620 2,42036 2.07520 1.57068 1.54255

X'Yca-r O:vtT 0.05850 0,04990 0,03686 (1.03620 249280 2.12634 1,:;7\168 1.54255

9'''Y""r O~ 0.06030 0.05150 U.II.,686 0.03610 2056950 2.19451 1 57\168 1 54255

W '- 0,," 0.06210 005310 O,()3(,!\(, 1J.(l36111 164611 2.;16;17\1 I 57\J(,8 I 54255

" '- 0"" 0,06410 O.O541111 11.0]686 003620 2.73143 2.30lO; J.57\168 1 542>5

" '- OMY 006500 0.05600 0.O36l\(, O,IUG20 2.76978 238627 J.57\)(i8 1 ,4255

13 'Year 0"" 0.04780 0,040811 O.H3686 0(3621) 20368, 1.73857 J.S70(,8 1 54255

W y,~ 0"" 0,04920 0,()420() n,036!\6 0(13620 2.0%51 1 78'170 1.57(168 J.542,5

" '- OM' o 0507\J 0.04280 0.03686 003620 2.1G1143 1 82379 1.57068 1.54255

Reference:
[, Natural Gas at Tk.475976 ($1 117)tM:SCF
2, Exchange Rate US$ I ,OO=Tk42.612.Rcfcrence BPDB Memo, I626-BPDB (SEC)/Dev-
110196 dated 12112196,
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A,,"exer 0 to Chapter-04 10
1\1.Engg. Thesis

Tariff Rate Calculation for Different Mix with !Ph and BPDB.

(For higher cost IPPs-Referencc KPCI,)

O"tion-l
Maximum power from IPPs and rest from BPDB.
A. OMT calculat;fJ/l

OMT = (OMT at tariff schedule) x (US dollar-Taka Exchange rate adjustment
factor) x 0.99,

~ 1.548 xL7xO.99= 2,605 TklKwh
OMT (taka) = (OMT at tariff schedule) x 0.01=1 548 xO,OI. =0 01548 TklKwh,
Total OMT (taka) = 2,604 + 0 01548 = 2,62 Taka! Kwh.

B. FT Ca{(-ula/ion

FT~ (FT at tariff schedule) X Fuel (gas/diesel) adjustment factor with base ratc
=0,93591 x233=2.18TklKwh

Therefore, the Tariff rale will be = OMT +.FT
~ 4.8_TklKwh

Option -2
Contracted minimum from IPPs and the rest from BPDE.

At 50 per cent plant factor
A. GMT Ca!cula/ion

OMT
factor)", 0,99

OMT (taka)

Total OMT

= (OMT at tariff schedule) x (US dollar-Taka Exchange rate adjustment

= 1.63] 912 x 1.7 x 0.99 = 2.746507895 TkIKwh
= (OMT at tariff schedule)x 0.01
=1.631912xOOl
= 0,01631912 TklKwh
= 2,76281912 TklKwh

B. fTCalculatiqn

FT
rate,

= (FT at tariff schedule) X Fuel (gas/diesel) adjustment factor ",.jth base

= 0.935291 x 2.33
~2.18TklKwh

Tariffrale =0~+FT~4.94Tk1Kwh_

Option -3
Sharing on the basis qf.the past experience,
At 65 per cent plant factor

A. OM!' G,lclilallOn
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OMT
factor) x 0.99

OMT (taka)

TotalOMT

=(OMT al tariff schedule) x {US dollar-Taka Exchange rate adjustment

- 1,5838665 x 1.7 x 0.99 = 2 67 TklKwh
= (GMT at tariff schedule)x 0 01
= 1.5838665 x 0.01
= O,OJ5838665 TkIKwh
= 2.69 Tk/Kwh

B. FT Calculation

FT
rate,

= (FT at tariff schedule) X liue! (gas/diesel) adjustment factor with base

=0935291x233
~2_18TklKwh

Tariffrate =OMT+FT=4.87TklKwh.

Option -HFllel will be Natural Gas)
Maximllffi power from IPPs and rcst from BPDB.

A. OMT Calm/a/ion
Or-IT = (OMT at tariff schedule) x (US donar-Taka Exchange rate adjustment
factor)x 0,99

= I 54255 x 1.7 x 0,99 = 2.6 TklKwh

OMT (taka) = (OMT at tariff schedule)x 0,0 I
= 1.54255 x 0 OJ= 0.0254255 Tk/Kwh

TotalOlVlT = 2.63 TklKwh,

H. FTCak7,!alion

Ff = (FT at tariff schedule) X Fuel (gas/diesel) adjustment factor with base rate,
= 0.45]69 x 2.33~] 0524377 TklKwh ..

Tariff rate = OMT + FT - 3.68.TkiKwh.

Oplion -2fFuel will be Natural Gas)
~9-nlractlld_minimum from IPPs and the r.e~tJrom SPDD.

A. nVT CalculatIOn

OMT = (OMT at tarifT schedule) x (US dollar-Taka Exchange rate adjllstment
factor)x 0 99

= 2 056950 x 1,7 x 0,99 ~ 3.46 TklKwh

OMT (Taka) ~ (OMT at tariff schedule)x 0,0]
= 2 056950 XO,O]~O.0205695 TklKwh

Total OMT = 3.48 TklKwh

B. FT CakulatlOn

fT
rate

= (FT at tariff schedule) X Fuel (gas/diesel) adjustment factor with base

= 0.45169 x 2.33
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= 1.0524377 TkIKwh
Tariff ratF 4.53 TklKwh

Option --3{Fuel will be Natural Gas)
Sharing on.thc basis ofthc past experience,

At 65 per cent plant tactor

A. OMF Calm/alum
OMT = (OMT at tariff schedule) x (US dollar-Taka Exchange rate adjustment
factor)..;:0.99

~ 1 633064 x 1,7xO.99=2.75TkIKwh
OMT (taka) = (OMT at tariff schedule)x 0 OJ

= 1.633064 x 0.01
= 0.01633064 Tk/Kwh

TotalOMT ~2 77 TklKwh

/{ 1'1' Cak.llialion

FT
ratc.

Tariff rate

= (FT at tariff schedule) X Fuel (gas/diesel) adju;1menl factor with base

= 0.54] 69 x 2.33
= 1.0524377 TklKwh
= OMT + FT = 3~82TklKwh,
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Tariff Rate Calculation for Different Mi~with IPPs a"d BPDB.

(For Lower coslIPPs-Referencc AES Meghnaghat)

Option-1

For maximum mix with public & private_sector
For all the options we assumed the dependable capacity will 90% orits installed capacity,

At 80"10 Plant Factor.
a) Capacity Payment for e.e.

i) Non-Escalable CC Capacity Paymenr
CPNEmn =RNECPXCEmXDCm

=4.0969(From Sehedu16 ofPPA)X99 28(Value of
Dollar)X(360XI000XO.9)
=131783835.17 TK

ii) Escalable Foreign CC Capacity Payment
CPE(US)m = (RECP(US)nXCEmXF1LFqrn»XDCm

~ 12995(Frorn Sehedul6 ofPPA)X99,28XIX(360XI000XO 9)
=41800652.64 TK

CPE(TK)mn = ((RECP)(TK)nXLIIFqn)XDCm
= 7.4132X1X(360Xl000XO.9)
~ 2401876 80 TK.

CPEmn = CPE(US)m+ CPE(TK)mn
44202529.44 TK.

iii) Capacity Payment:
CPm = CPNEmn + CPEmn

= 17598636461 TK.
b) Energy Payment,

i) Variable 0. & M
VOMPm = (RVOMPn X CFm X F11Fqm) X NEOb,

= (0.001095 X 99.28 X 1) X (360 X 1000 X 0.8 X 744)
= 23293851.96 TK.

Ii) Fuel Payment
FPm ~ TeE bm X (GPo I (0,95 X 1,055»

= «7397X744 X 360 X 1000 XO,8)!1000000) X (146.47/1 00225)
= 1584%9 98X146.14 TK.=2316275 t 3.46TK

iii) Energy Payment = Vo.MPm + I'Pm
= 23293851 96 + 231627513.46
= 254921365.42 TK.

Tariff Rate will be = (430907730,03)1(360000 X 0.9 X 744»
= 1.79 TKI Kwh.

Optioo-2
For minimum mix witbJ)ublic & private sector
The lPPs( AES Haripur) will nm at 50% PF than tarilfwill be,

a) Capacity Payment for e.c.
j) Non-Escalable CC Capacity Paymenr
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CPNEmn=RNECPXCErnXDCm
=4.0969(From Schedu16 ofPPA)X99 28(Value of
Dollar)X(360Xl OOOXO.9)
=13178383517TK

ii) Lscalable Foreign CC Capacity Payment
CPE(US)m = (RECP(US)nXCEmXFllFqm»XDCm

= 1.2'l95(From Schedul6 ofPPA)X99 28X1X(360X 1000XO9)
= 4]800652,64 TK

CPE(TK)mn = «(RECP)(TK)nXLlIFqn)XDCm
= 7.4132X] X(360X]000XO.9)
= 2401876,80 TK

CPEmn = CPE(US)m+ CPF.(TK)mn
44202529,44 TK

iii) Capacity Payment,

CPm = CPNEmn + CPEmn
= J 759863601!il IK

b) En~ Payment.
i) Variable 0 & M
VOMPm ~ (RVOMPn X CErn X Fl1Fqm) X NEOh

= (0.001 095 X 99.28 XI) X (360 X 1000 X 0.5 X 744)
= 14558657.472 TK.

ji) Fuel Payment.
l'Pm= TCE hm X (GPnI (0 95 X 1.055»

= «7397X744 X 360 X 1000 XO 5)11000000) X (146.47/1 00225)
= 988]95.68XI46, 14 TK=1444149]6.68TK

iii) Energy Payment = VOMPm + FPm
= 14558657.472 -'- 14441491668
~ 158973574.15 TK.

Tariff Rate will be = «(l75986364,61 + 158973574 15 )1(360000 X 0,9 X 744)
= 1,39TKIKwh,

Option-3
Practically it has been obscrved that ll'Ps are allow to run at 60-65% PF, So, we consider

65% PF, Then the charges are as

a) Capacity Payment for e.e.

k) Non-Escalable CC Capacity Paymenr
CPNEmn=RNECPXCEmXDCm

=4.0969(from Schcdu16 ofPPA)X99.28(Value of
Dollar)X(360X 1OaOXO.9)
=131783835.17 TK

ii) Escalable Foreign CC Capacity Payment
CPE(US)m = (RECP(US)nXCF.mXFllFqm»)XDCm

=] 2995(From Sehedu16 ofPPA)X99,28X1X(360XIOOOXO 9)
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= 4]800652,64 TK

CPE(TK)mn = «RECP)(TK)nXLITFqn)XDCm
= 7.41 32Xl X(360XlOOOXO9)
= 240187680TK.

CPEmn ~ CPE(US)m+ CPE(TK)mn
44202529.44 TK

iii) Capacity Payment:

CPm = CPNEmn + CPEmn
= 175986364.61 TK

b) f:nergy Payment.

i) Variable 0 & M
VOMPm = (RVOMPn X CErn X FlIFqm) XNEOh.

= (0.001095 X 99.28 XI) X (360 X IOOOX 0.65 X 744)
= ]8926254.71 TK

ii) Fuel Payment

Ff'm=TCEhtnX(GPn/(O,95 X 1055)
= «7397X744 X 360 X 1000 XO,65)/1000000) X (146 4711.00225)
= 1287788, 112XI46 14 TK =188197354.69TK.

iii) Energy Payment = VOMPm + FPm
= 18926254.71 + 188197354,69
= 207123609 40 TK.

Tariff Rate will be = «175986364.61 + 207123609,40)/(360000 X 0.9 X 744»
= 1.59 TKI Kwh.

Optioo-4: Special Consideration,
Ifwe con,ider that higher tariff eharge WPs are not allow to generate any power and lower
rate WPs are allow to generate its maximum capability and remaining will be fulfill by
BPDB,s own generation than the tariff rate will be as below In this option higher tariff rate
IPPs are allow to get OMT charge as per the contracted agreement Consider the granted
capacity will be 90% of its installed capacity,

OMT cafc"lalioll

OMT = OMT Adjusted x Exchange rate x 0,99,
= 1.548 xl 7xO.99 =2.605 TklKwh

OMT (taka) = OMT Adjusted x 0 01=1.548 xG01 =0.0]548 TkiKwh.
Total OMT (taka) = 2.604 + 0.01548 = 2,62 Taka! Kwh.
Minimum Energy Payment(MEP)- Total OMTX (Granted capacity)GC

= 2.62 X (725XO,9X10OOX744)
=1003931280,OOTK for a month.

For lower tariff charge IPPs
a) Capacity Payment for C f,;

I) Non-Escalable CC Capacity Paymenr
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CPNEmn=RNECPXCF.mXDCm
=4,0969(From Schedu16 ofPPA)X99,28{Value of
Dollar)X( 1215Xl OOOXO,9)
=444770443,69 TK

ii) Escalable Foreign CC Capacity Payment
CPE(US)m = (RECP(IJS)nXCEmXF1TFqm »XDCm

= L2995(From Schedul 6 ofPPA)X99 28X1X(1215XI 000XO.9)
= 141077202,66 TK.

CPE(TK)mn ~ ({RECP)(IX)nXLITFqn)XDCm
= 7.4132X1 X( 1215X1000XO,9)
= 8106334,2 TK.

CPEmn = CPE(US)m+ CPE(TK)mn
=141077202.66+ 8106334,2 TK.=22183536.86TK,

iii) Capacity Payment,

('Pm = CPNEmn + CPEmn
= (444770443.69 +22183536,86)TK.
= 466953980,55TK

b) Energy Payment.

i) Variable 0 & M
VOMPm= (RVOMPn X CErn X FllFqm) XNEOh.

= (0.001095 X 99.28 XI) X (360 X 1000 X 0.9 X 744)
= 88443844.14 TK.

ii) l'ud Payment.
FPm = TCE hm X (GPn / (0,95 X 1.055»

= «7397X744 X 1215 X 1000 XO9)/1000000) X (146.47/1.00225)
= 879460715.18TK.

iii) Energy Payment = VOMPm + tepm
~ 88443844.14 + 879460715.18
= 967904559.32TK.

TarifTRate will be = «466953980.55 + %7904559.32)/(1215X1 OOOX0.9 X 744»
= 1434858539.86/( 1215XI000X.9X744)TKI Kwh.
=1,76TKlKwh

System total with

For Option-I.
(580/5989)X3.68 +(972/5989)Xl ,79 +(4437/5989)X2 4
=.09X3.68 + 16XL79 +.74X2.4
=.3312 +.2864+1.776
=2,39 TKIKwh.

For Option-2,
(362,5/5989)X4,53 +(607 5/5989)XI 39 +(5019/5989)X2.4
=,06X4,53 +, IOX1.39 +.84X2 4
=,2718 +.139+2,01
=2.42 TKlKwh,
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For Option-3.
(471/5989)X3.82 +(790/5989)XI 59 +(4728/5989)X2.4
= 078X3 82 +. 13XI.59 +,79X2 4
= 30 +.2067+1.89
=239 TK!Kwh,

For Option-4'Special Option.
Total payment
=(12] 5XI OOOXI.76X744+4856X JO00X2.4X744+ I00393 [280 .00) TK
~(1590969600 +-8670873600+1003931280)
=11265774480TK
System total= 11265774480/4471626000

=2.52 TKIKwh,
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AppendiI-l to
Annr:<ture 'D' 10

SCHEDULE 6
REFERENCE TARIFFS

Table I Reference Tariff

Agreement Reference Ca acit Price Reference Ener ChM ,
y= Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference

Non- Foreign Local Variable Fuel Price
Escalable Capacity Capacity Operation and (TakaikWb)
Capacity Price Price Maintenance (Sec Note' I)
Price (Dollar/kW- (TakalKw- Price

(D<>lIar/kW. Month) ManU,) (DollarlkW)
Monlh)

I 4,4480 I 2995 7.4132 0.001095
2 4.3700 1.2995 7.4132 0.001095
3 4.3001 1.2995 7.4132 0.001095

• 42313 1,2995 7.4132 0.001095
5 4,1636 1 2995 7.4132 0001095
6 40969 1,2995 74132 0.00]095
7 40314 1.2995 7.4132 0.001095
8 39669 1.2995 7.4132 0.001095
9 3,90)4 1 2995 74132 0,001095
10 3.8410 1,2995 74132 0,001095
II 3,8410 I 2995 74132 0,001095
12 3,8410 1 2995 7.4132 0.001095
13 37641 1 2995 7.4132 0.001095
I' 36889 1.2995 7.4132 0001095

I 15 36151 1 2995 7.4132 0,001095
16 2,5306 1,2995 74132 0,001095
17 1,7714 1.2995 7.4132 0001095
18 12400 1 2995 7.4132 0,001095
19 0.8680 \,2995 7.4132 0,001095
20 0,6076 1 2995 74132 0001095
21 0.4253 12995 74132 0001095
22 00000 1.2995 74132 0.001095

Note: The Reference Fuel Price shall be the price payable hy BPDB for one (1) kWh orNet
Electrical Output based on the Reference Heat (provided in Table 2) corresponding to a
particular Plant Factor (as a % ofDependabJe Capacity) calculated over a half hour interval
and based on tbe then prevailing Gas price as provided in Section 10,
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7336
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7435
7490
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7991
8214
8485
8809
9191

Appendix-2 to
Annexture'D'

Jable 1Reference Heat Rates
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100%
95%
90%
85%
80%
75%
70%
65%
60%
55%
50%
45%
40%

Note: I Refi:rence Heat Rates shall be interpolated for Plant Factors between the specified
points above
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